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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
The word mutagen is derived from the Latin word 'Mutare' meaning to 
change and it was coined by Hugo de Vries (1990) for the first time, when working 
on the Oenothera lamarkiana. "Mutation is a sudden heritable change in the 
characteristic of an organism". Mutation is a very valuable approach to plant 
breeding, improvement to characters, changing or altering the basic genotype and 
shortening the normal life cycle of the variety concerned. 
If the mutation occurs due to change in base sequence of genes, it 
may result in transition, transversion, deletion or duplication, which are 
called as gene or point mutation. Some mutations may be produced by 
changes in chromosome structure involving several genes, or even in 
chromosome number. 
Therefore, the word mutation would be used without any reference to the 
change either in gene or chromosome bacause in most of the cases the site of • 
change is not known. The change may be in plasmagene (gene present in a 
cytoplasm e.g. chloroplast, mitochondria etc.) also. 
Mutation can be autogenous or exogenous. It may be spontaneous or 
induced. Spontaneous mutations are naturally occuring mutations. The frequency 
of spontaneous mutations is generally one in 10 lacs, i.e. 10"^  but different genes 
may show considerable different mutation rates. 
The utilization of induced mutation for crop improvement is known as 
mutation breeding. Besides the conventional breeding method like selection 
and hxbridization, crop improvement through mutation breeding has become 
an important method for improving specific characters of a crop plant. By 
employing this technique nearly 685 new varieties of crop plants have been 
developed in various countries (Mick et al., 1985). The idea of inducing 
mutations and utilization of these artificially induced mutations for improving 
cultivated plants is not more than eight decades old. 
Unlike other e\'olutionary processes, such as selections and recombination, \\'hich 
produced gradual changes, mutation is an extremely fast, rather a single stroke 
event, "causing permanent genetic alteration in the individual". The role of 
mutation in evolution was emphasized by Baur (1924). Stubb & Wettstein (1941). 
Gager (1908) applied x-rays for the induction of mutations in vegetative 
cells. Nilson Ehle (1941) also suggested the possibility of inducing mutations. 
First successful attempt was made by Muller (1927) for the discovery of 
mutation and its frequency in Drosophila. The common external causes of 
inducing mutations are -
A. Physical mutagens : 
(1) Ionizing radiations : 
a) Particulate radiations, e.g. a-rays, P-rays fast neutrons. 
b) Non particulate radiations, e.g. x-rays, y-rays. 
(2) Non-ionizing radiations e.g.UV rays. 
(B) Chemical mutagens : 
(1) Alkylating agents : e.g. Ethyl methane sulphonate (EMS), 
Ethylene imine (EI), Methyl methane sulphonate (MMS). 
(2) Acridine dyes : e.g. Acriflavine, Proflavine. Acridine orange 
(3) Base analogous : e.g. 5-Bromouracil, 5-chlorouracil 
(4) Miscellaneous : e.g. Nitrous acid, sodium azide, NMU. 
The physical mutagens have been used for many decades where as the use 
of chemicals is relatively recent. Altenberg (1928) showed that the frequency 
of translocation was increased by radiation. Successes with x-rays were achieved 
by Stadler (1928) in barley and by Goodspeed (1929) in Datura and Nicotiana. 
Though, there were several attempts to induce mutations by chemical agents 
(Westergaard, 1957, Gustafsson, 1969). The first definite evidence that chemical 
agents can induce mutations was obtained by Auerbach and Robson (1942). 
They showed that nitrogen mustards produced mutations in DrosophiJa but 
the discovery of effective chemical mutagens was made during the period fi-om 
the beginning of the second world war to early fifties. The number of chemical 
mutagens is very great and is continuously increasing. 
The induction of mutation occurs necessarily when DNA synthesis and 
chromosome replication are going on. Mature or differentiated cells don't 
undergo reproduction, so incapable of responding to mutagenic treatments. 
Thus, the innate capacity of mutation differs with stages of cell division and 
developments. The synthetic capacity of cells to repair or replace damaged 
components differs with their states of cell division or metabolic activity. 
According to an esfimate, about 94% of the mutant varieties till 1982 were 
developed following treatment with physical mutagens, about 5% through 
chemical mutagenesis and the remaining 1% through the combined treatment of 
both physical and chemical mutagens. 
Benzer and Freese (1958) anal\zed mutagen specificity in microrganisms 
like viruses. Freese et. a/. (1961) reported that mutagen specificities also occur in 
crop plants. Substitution and chromosomal reconstruction clearly demonstrated 
by Sears (1956) is now a valuable tool in planned plant genetics and breeding 
(Gustafsson 1969). The possibility may also be that mutagenic metabolites 
normally occuring in very low concentation in the cells might under certain 
physiological processes reach at high concentration to become effective 
either by activation of enzymes or its inhibition. 
The control on the direction of mutation is very rare at present although 
works in this direction are being done by many workers. Mutation breeding has 
been developed through mutagenesis in various countries. Mutation breeding is 
the only technique available for changing specific characters in clonal crops. 
Application of mutation breeding is limited by low frequency of desirable 
mutations, nonavailability of quick and efficient screening techniques, 
association of undesirable side effects and recessiveness of most of the 
desirable mutations particularly in polyploid clonal crops. 
Mutagenesis is the most imponant method for inducingalternati\es in the 
genotype to enlarge the variability of quantitative and qualitative characters in a 
shortest possible time and provides a good scope for selection. 
The variations encountered with many of the agronomic characters such as 
yield are of continuous type and have resulted from polygenic interactions with the 
environment. Individual gene effects contributing to the expression of these 
characters are too small to be recognized and evaluated separately by the classical 
methods. One has to deal with the average effects of gene or genes on masses and 
make use of biometrical tool in their analysis such as generation means and 
variances. Information on the nature of generation controlling the economic 
characters is of crucial value in any plant breeding programme. The two 
important stages of most if not all. plant breeding programmes are : 
(1) Selection within a base population of genetically variable individuals of families 
and 
(2) Utilization of the selected material for the creation of the new populations 
to be employed either as commercial varieties or as the base for the new cycle of 
selection. At both stages, a knowledge of the genetic architecture of the character 
under improvement is essential for a breeder. 
Exploration of the possibility of crop improvement by induction and 
factors governing the inheritance of quantitative traits has been recommended by 
several breeders. A series of experiments carried out with various crops have 
established that chemical mutagens, when applied to plants, induced mutations 
in polygenic characters (Bateman, 1959 ; Kumar, 1972 ; Larik, 1975 ; Siddique et 
al. 1979; and Khan, 1982). 
Most of the plant attributes of interest to a plant breeder are quantitative 
which are controlled by polygenic interaction. In these situations the efficiency of 
selecting the desired mutant is generally lower than for specific character which is 
controlled by a single gene. 
Micromutations produce genetic variability in quantitative characters of the 
crop plants. Hence, they deserve full attention of the plant breeders. Such 
mutation should be useful for improving quantitative traits (e.g. grain yield) with-
out disturbing the major part of the genotype & the phenotype architecture of the 
crop. 
Mutation breeding has helped to rectify certain specific defects in otherwise 
acceptable cultivars. Induced mutations increase the genetic variability for 
certain characters so that selections is more effective and the probability of getting 
the desired variability is obviously urgently needed so that suitable types of crop 
plants may be developed. 
( Induction of genetic variability by the use of mutagens has been a regular 
and highly effective system for crop improvement endeavours (IAEA, 1970).|rhe 
sysl.em is particularly suitable for altering polygenic traits in self pollinated crops 
(Classen, 1950; Khan, 1988)) 
Chilli {Capsicum anmmm) in one of the important commercial crop and an 
indispensable condiment as well as vegetable in India. This is mainly an upland 
crop with or without assured imgation source. 
India is one of the largest producer of chilli {Capsicum annuum) in the 
world with 74900 hectares under this crop. In the recent past, the crop has 
assumed major importance as a commercial crop with the increase in area from 
year to year in view of high market prices and export (Reddy & Rao, 1982a). 
The genus Capsicum L. belongs to the tribe Solaninae of the subfamily 
Solaneae of Solanaceae (Engler and Prantl, 1895). It is a native of tropical America. 
Chromosome number in Capsicum annuum is reported to be 2n - 24 by 
Haskins and La Cour (1930) and Dixit (1931). 
The existing genotypes of chillies are poor yielder and susceptible to stress 
conditions, insects, pests and diseases and it is needless to emphasize that this 
crop requires further genetic improvement for local adaptation. 
Unlike cereals, the reports on induced mutagenesis in chilli are not very 
extensive. The information on relative specificity and recover^' of mutations of 
varied magnitude is prerequisite for practical mutation breeding. Keeping these in 
view, the present investigation was canied out on two varieties of Capsicum 
annuum L. i.e. NP46A and X235 and the following parameters were studied in Mj 
generation. 
(1) Induction of genetic \ariabilities by treating seeds with chemical 
mutasens. 
(2) Seed gennination. 
(3) Height of plants. 
(4) Selection of morphological variants. 
(5) Pollen fertility of control and variants. 
(6) Meiotic studies of control and variants. 
(7) Statistical studies of treated plants to find out mean (X), standard error 
(± SE) and coefficient of variation (CV%). 
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CHAPTER-II 
ORIGIN AND TAXONOMIC RELATIONSHIP 
Red pepper is popular today in Central America. Many varieties are also 
found in South Asia. According to many taxonomists new world is main centre of 
its origin. Dried chilli pods have been discovered from the tombs in Peru and are 
believed to be more than 2000 years old, as stated by Stafford (1926). Red 
peppers were popular as food condiment among the red Indians. Chillies were not 
used as essential element of food or as condiment in old world. De Candolle 
(1886) held that lack of food reference of this genus in ancient literature was 
sufficient proof that chillies were not used in that period. The centres of the 
diversity of the cultivated peppers {Capsicum anuuum) is Mexico and Gauatemala 
& o'i Capsicum frutescence (culti\'ated and wild) is Central and South America. 
According to Vavilov's theory these areas are centres of the origin of Capsicum 
(Bukasov, 1930) and Smith and Reiser, (1957 b). It is said that pepper was brought 
to the old world in 1493 by Columbus (Bosewell. 1949) and purtugese introduced 
Capsicum to India form Brazil. It was reported from China during the last quarter 
of the 17"^  century (Sturtevant, 1885). 
2.1 Species and varieties and their recognition 
Linnaeus (1753) in the first edition of "Species Plantarum" reported only 
two species oi Capsicum and three more species were added later in (1799). After 
some years later 100 species and varieties of chilli were recognized by Fingerhuth 
(1832). Irish (1898) recognized only two species viz. Capsicum annuum and 
Capsicum fi-utesceiice and he listed all botanical \arieties under Capsicum amiuum. 
Bailey (1924) recognised only one species with five botanical varieties. Smith and 
Heiser (1951) included all types of varieties under Capsicum annuum and listed 
pungent variety "Tobasco" and some other varieties under Capsicum frutescence. 
Bailey (1924) divided Capsicum frutescence in to following 5 groups. 
(1) Group "Cerasifomie" : cherry pepper (pungent). 
(2) Group "Conoides" : con pepper with pungent conical or oblong cylindrical 
fruits. 
(3) Group "Fasciculatum" : red clustre having erect fascicled fruits. About 3 " 
long and V^" thick, red and extremely pungent. 
(4) Group "Longum" : long pepper having droping elongated pungent fruits, 
ranging from 3 "-12 " long and tapering at apex including commercial 
varieties like lona-red. long yellow and chilli cavenne. 
(5) Group "Grossum" : Bell or sweet pepper having large puffy depression at 
the base of fruit and furrowed sides, red or yellow coloured and mild flavour. 
2.2 Origin of species and varieties and their interrelationships 
Pickersgill (1971) believed that Capsicum annuum. Capsicum baccatum 
and Capsicum chinense were domesticated independently from wild forms, that is 
why, each of these had a respective wild ancestors, e.g. Capsicum chinense had 
wild plants which could be its ancestors. Capsicum frutescence also has wild fonn 
which has been maintained as distinct species while wild and cultivated forms within 
Capsicum annuum and Capsicum baccatum are distinguished at \arietal level only. 
Distinction between w ild pepper with small, erect and deciduous red fruits 
and domesticated peppers with large, pendent and nondeciduous fruits of various 
colours is far from clear cut various intermediate types which have small, erect and 
non deciduous fruits or large, pendent and deciduous fruits. These intermediates 
are \ er\' frequent in Capsicum annuum and Capsicum chinense. These are not 
occasional chance h\brids but well established types. Some wild forms of 
Capsicum annuuni can not be distinguished from Capsicum frutescence and some 
domesticated peppers can not be included either in domesticated Capsicum annuum 
or domesticated Capsicum frutescence. Some forms have corollas quite dissimilar 
to those of Capsicum ammum, Capsicum chinense or Capsicum frutescense. 
Pickersgill etal. (1979) have divided cultivated Capsicum into 4 groups. 
(a) domesticated Capsicum pubescens. 
(b) domesticated Capsicum baccatum. L. 
(c) domesticated Capsicum annuum L. 
(d) domesticated complex of Capsicum chinense. 
According to Pickersgill et al.{\91\) the cultivated and domesticated form 
of Capsicum baccatum has been derived from the wild form of the same species. 
Generally the species of Capsicum have same chromosome number 2n = 24 and 
their basic karyotype consists of one pair of acrocentric chromosome and eleven 
pairs of meta and submetacentric clii-omosomes. This basic karyotype is found in 
Capsicum chinense, Capsicum frutescence, frutescence like wild Capsicum 
annuum. Costa Rican wild Capsicum annuum and several other wild forms of 
Capsicum, but domesticated Capsicum annuum has a distinct kar)'0t}'pe with 2 
pairs of acrocentric chromosomes. It is found in wild Capsicum annuum of 
Central Mexico. The second pair of acrocentric chromosomes seems to have 
arisen as a result of an unequal reciprocal translocation, between two pairs of meta 
or submetacentric in the basic components (Koompai, 1976). Translocation 
heterozygotes produced by appropriate crosses between wild and domesticated 
or w ithin wild forms of Capsicum annuum have their 30-50% reduced pollen 
stainabilit}-. Thus, there are sterility barriers within Capsicum annuum as marked 
between Capsicum chinense and Capsicum frutescence or between wild 
Capsicum annuum (see Pickersgill et at. 1979). It seems that intermediate 
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ancestor of the present day Capsicum annuum. Capsicum chinense and 
Capsicum frutescence group was a variable complex of wild forms carrying 
the basic karyotype and perhaps was similar in appearance to Capsicum 
frutescence like wild Capsicum annuum found today. This probably occured in 
Southern North America, Central America and West Indies. Perhaps it was self 
compatible and occured in small, distantly placed populations and therefore, 
did not permit interpopulation gene exchange. This resulted into development of 
typical wild Capsicum annuum, wild Capsicum chinense and wild Capsicum 
frutescence \yh\Qh. form this complex of partialy differentiated wild forms 
and the domesticated peppers developed by independent domestication of local 
wild pepper in Mexico {Capsicum annuum), South America {Capsicum chinense) 
and Meso America {Capsicum frutescence). Mc. Leod et al. (1982) studied 
evolution of chilli po\N'der. According to them genus Capsicum is a complex of 
20-30 wild species, and 5 domesticated taxa. They hold that genus with all its 
species, except one viz. Capsicum anamolum (Eshbaugh, 1980) is of new world 
origin. They stated that domesticated taxa and associated wild species could be 
organised into 3 groups, one purple flowered group includes Capsicum cardenasii, 
Capsicum eximium and Capsicum pubescens, one \ '^hite flowered group includes 
Capsicum baccatum var. baccatum. Capsicum baccatum var. pendulam and 
Capsicum praetermissum, the second white flowered group includes Capsicum 
annuum variet\' a\'iculare, Capsicum annuum var. annuum, Capsicum chinense 
and Capsicum frutescence L. However, based upon breeding and elctrophoretic 
data. Capsicum chacoense with white flowers, does not fit into any one of the 
recognised groups. According to Mc Leod et al (1982) Capsicum chacoense is 
distinguished geneticalh' from all these groups yet it is closel}' related to the purple 
flowered group of Capsicum puvescens and it is equally distant from both white 
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flowered groups. Egawa and Tanaka (1984) studied cytogenetic relationship among 
species of chilli peppers viz. Capsicum chineiise. Capsicum frutescence and 
Capsicum baccatum by studying their interspecific and intraspecific hybrids. 
In a cross between Capsicum baccatum x Capsicum frutescence at MI of 
PMC, chromosome pairing was regular with 12 bivalents and a\'erage viable pollen 
grains were present. The average chromosomal association in the hybrids showed 
uni (0.87), bi (10.22), tri (0.31), quadri (0.34) and haxavalent (0.06). Similarly the 
hybrid between Capsicum chinense x Capsicum frutescence also showed twelve 
bivalents and regular pairing of chromosomes with the average of 0.06 uni and 
11.97 bivalents. They do not appear to be distinct but a single species with 2 
varieties. It also shows that these 3 species had common ancestors but Capsicum 
baccatum had derived earh' from the ancestral stock. 
2.3 Characteristics of >vild and cultivated species 
Following are some of the pure wild species identified b\' (Hunziker, 1950; 
1954, 1961b, Heiser and Smith, 1958, Eshbaugh, 1964). They occur throughout 
the central and South America. {Capsicum cordenasii, Capsicum cornutum. 
Capsicum eximium. Capsicum galapogenes, Capsicum germinifoJium, 
Capsicum minutiflorum. Capsicum praetermissum, Capsicum schottianum, 
Capsicum scolnilcianum.) The other workers like Linnert (1955), Smith and Bergh 
(1966) distinguished 9 \N"ild and cultivated species as follows : 
(a) Capsicum chinense (b) Capsicum frutescence (c) Capsicum galapogense (d) 
Capsicum annuum (f) Capsicum microcarpum (g) Capsicum pendulum (h) 
Capsicum eximium (i) Capsicum pratermissum (j) Capsicum scolnikianum 
Genus Capsicum belongs to the tribe 'Solaninae' and subfamih' Solanoideae 
of the family Solanaceae. It is smalll genus of herbs, some species of which mav 
sometimes becomes shrubb\-. It is native of a tropical America. Man\- varieties of 
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pepper are available in India and the plants of these varieties var^ - in height, size, 
shape, colour and pungency of fruits. These plants include bell peppers, sweet 
peppers, chillies, paprika's and pimentoes etc. Among these the sweet pepper is 
least pungent and therefore, it is usually used as vegetables rather than a spice. 
Paprikas are European varieties with large mild fruits. Spanish paprika, also known 
as pimiento are used in cheese preparation and stuffed olives. Hungarian paprikas 
are used as powdered paprika (Thompson, 1949). 
Chilli {Capsicum annuwn L.) is an important Solanaceous vegetable crop. 
They are eaten raw or cooked and are also preserved. They are used as 
condiments in preparation of hot sauces and in pharmacy. It is being culti\'ated in 
almost all the countries of the world. The data on area of cultivation and 
production in India is given in the Table I. 
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Table-1. All India statistical figures for dry chillies (1984) State wise. 
State 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Han'ana 
Kamataka 
Madh\a Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rsijasthan 
Tamilnadu 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bangal 
All India Total 
Area 
('000 ha) 
169 
10 
11 
14 
9 
151 
57 
147 
47 
8 
31 
62 
26 
24 
791 
Production 
('000 mt) 
198 
57 
14 
13 
9 
46 
20 
71 
38 
10 
30 
32 
20 
17 
528 
Yield 
(kg/ha) 
1167 
-
1237 
897 
1021 
303 
357 
487 
816 
1160 
971 
525 
776 
736 
667 
Source : Directorate of economics ICAR, Ne\\ Delhi (1984) 
The chillies or Capsicum sp. are strictly tropical and subtropical plants. 
Capsicum is grown in man\' parts of India, especially in Madras, Bihar, H\derabad. 
Bomba\ and to a lesser extent in the plains of North India. It is also gro^ •^n on the 
hills upto 9500 ft. 
India, with an expected population of 1.2 billions by 2005, will also be the 
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largest consumers of spices (93-94% of the total production with only 6-7% 
exported). An annual growth rate of 10% is envisaged for chilli. The "global 
village '^ envisaged early next millenium will witness perceptible changes in food 
habits, dietary patterns and values. India, being the land of spices will become the 
global leader, specially in black pepper and chilli. The projected demand b}' 2000 
for chilli is 90,000 tonnes. The world trade in spices by 2001 is projected to be 
6.25 lakh tonnes valued at $ 3 billion. Quantity wise, this is only 15.56 percent of 
the Indian production envisaged (40.18 lakh tonnes). Indian chilli is exported to 
over 90 countries. During 1996-97, India produced 9.45 lakh tonnes of chilli (dr\) 
over an area of 9.56 lakh hactares spread over 23 states. The targeted production 
is 11.5 lakh tonnes during 1998-99 and this is expected to reach 15 lakh tonnes by 
2000. The world demand is also going up, (90,000 tonnes by 2000 & 1.13 lakli 
tonnes by 2005). The estimated world import of chilli is one lakh tonnes which is 
22.22 percent of the total world import of spices. India exports only 2.75 to 7.50 
percent of its total production of chillies. Pesticide residues and detection of afiatox-
ins are issues affective chilli imports from India through proper drying techniques. 
aflatoxin levels can be brought below tolerable Mmits. Integrated Pest Management 
(IPM) strategies are a\'ailable to minimise residues in chilli and spices watchers forsee 
a bright future for chillies in India. (The Hindu. Economic survey of India 2000.) 
Emerging Scenario of spices in the early 2V^ century 
Spice 
Chilli: 
Emerging Scenerio 
(1) Bydagi and Warangal type of chillies would cover more 
areas. 
(2) Aflatoxin free chillies would become essential for export. 
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2.4 Taxonomy, Botany, Floral biology and Cultivation of chilli (Capsicum 
annuum) 
2.4.1 Taxonomy ;-
The present taxonomic status of pepper Capsicum annuum L. has been 
given by (Bentham and Hooker, 1862-1883). 
Kingdom 
Division 
Sub-division 
Class 
Subclass 
Series 
Order 
Family 
Tribe 
Genus 
Species 
Plantae 
Spermatophyta 
Angiospennae 
Dicotyledons 
Gamopetalae 
Bi carpel latae 
Polemoniales 
Solanaceae 
Solaninae 
Capsicum 
annuum 
2.4.2 Botanical description 
Habit 
Root 
Stem 
Leaves 
Inflorescence 
Flower 
Annual, herb 
Tap root system 
Erect, branched, solid, cylindrical, green. 
Simple, entire, opposite, acute. 
Cymose, usually atypical axillar}' cyme. 
Usually pedicellate, hemiaphrodite, actinomoiphic, 
regular, hypog\nous, complete, bracts & 
bracteoles are absent. 
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Calyx 
Corolla 
Androecium 
Gynoecium 
Fruit 
Seed 
Gennination 
5 sepals, gamosepalous, lobes small, persistant 
and often enlarge in fruits, oblong, acute green. 
5 petals, gamopetalous, rotate, lobes oblong, 
acute, white, twisted or valvate aestivation 
5 stamens, alternate to petals, Polyandrous, 
epipetalous, filament short, anther oblong bicelled. 
2 carpels (bicarpellary), syncarpous, superior 
o\"an', obliquely placed in the flowers, globose, 
bilocular but in apical portion it becomes 
unilocular, axile placentation, style simple, hairy 
at the base. 
Berr\' with persistant calyx. 
Either smooth or pitted. 
Epigeal gemiination. 
2.4.3 Floral Biology :-
The study of floral biolog\ has now become an essential method for an 
effective breeding programme. Flow ers of the genus Capsicum are typically 
pentamerous, hermaphorodite with a pedicel of 10-20 mm long. The opening of 
flowers is adversly affected on dull & wet days but in long spells of bad weather 
flowers do open. Anthesis is completed in the morning by 8:00-9:00 A.M. and 
most of flower shed their pollen at 9:00 A.M.. The time of flowering and total 
number of flowers produced per plant may var)' enormously according to the 
genotype. 
Ovary with longitudinal diameter of 2.5 mm and a transversal diameter of 
1.5-5.0 mm. containing 2-3 carples. The style has 3.5 to 6.5 mm long, capitate 
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lobed or papillate stigma with a mean diameter slightly greater than that of style. 
Receptivity of stigma varies with temperature during anthesis. It is highest on the 
day of anthesis when the anthers are fully developed but are still indehised and 
corolla is closed but is about to open and it lasts for a maximum of 4-7 days or 
5-9 days after emasculation. 
There are 5-6 stamens per flower. They have filament which are 1.8-3.5 mm 
long with anthers 1.2-2.0 mm wide and 2-4 mm long. Dehiscence is lateral, along a 
line running the whole length of the anther. 
2.4.4 Cultivation :-
It is cultivated on a loamy soil having 0.2 ppm solution of phosphate and 
watered at 0.33 bar. It should be inigated lightly before sowing to maintain proper 
moisture content in sub surface of soil during seed germination. In the saline soil 
the }ield is reduced \eiy rapidh' \\ ith increase in concentration of Na^  and CV ions. 
Before the commencement of the rainy season the field is thoroughly ploughed to 
ensure maximum soil aeration and it also helps to eliminate the w'eeds. 
Climatic and soil requirements of chillies are like those of tomato. It 
is a warm season crop and intolerant of frost but fruit development is ad\erseK' 
affected by a temperature of lOO'T and above (38''C or more). Growing season 
lasts for 5-6 months, high yield are obtained when the crops are raised on soil rich 
in lime. 
Nitwik (1981) found that the day temperature of 25''C increases the total leaf 
and dr\ weight in pepper. Rylski and Spilgelmen (1982) reported that a night 
temperature of 15^^ with a diy temperature of 24^ 'C to 28°C was the best for fruit 
setting and production of higher number of fruits per plant. 
2.5 Chemical compositions :-
The pungent principle of chillies is capsaicin Cj^H,p,N (m.p.. 64.5-65"C). 
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which has been shown to be a condensation product of 3-hydroxy 4-methoxy 
benzyl amine and decylenic acid. In commercial samples, the concentration of 
capsaicin is about 0.1%, on heating capsaicin, a highly irritating vapours is 
produced. Capsaicin retains its characterstic pungency in a dilution of 1 in a 
million parts of water. Analysis of water samples of chillies showed that the 
maximum concentration of capsaicin is found in the inner walls. Neither the hulls 
nor the seeds contain the pungent principle (Chem. Abstr, 36 : 3573, 1942). 
The colouring matter of ripe fruit contains capsanthin, capsorubin, 
zeaxanthin, lutein, ciyptoxanthin and carotenes and fe\\-unidentified xanthophylls. 
The total pigment content in ripe Capsicum is 4.07-5.4 lU per kg. Chilli seeds 
contain alphe-tocopherol (Vit.E) in a concentration of about 2-4 mg per 100 gm 
and oil 9-13% in powerdered dry fruits. Shastri (1950) has estimated the chemical 
composition in 1 OOgm of green and dry chillies (Table II). 
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Table II- Chemical composition of lOOgm of green and dry chillies. 
Constitution Green chillies Dry chillies 
1-Moisture 
2- Protein 
3-Fat 
4- Carbohydrate 
5- Fibre 
6- Mineral matter 
7- Calcium 
8- Iron 
9- Phosphorus 
10-Vitamin-C 
11 - Carotenes Evaluated 
Vit. A 
82.60 gms. 
02.90 gms. 
0.60 gms. 
3.0 gms. 
6.80 gms. 
1.00 gms. 
0.03 gms. 
0.0012 gms. 
0.08 gms. 
lllIU 
454 lU 
10.0 gms. 
15.90 gms. 
6.20 gms. 
31.60 gms. 
30.20 gms. 
0.10 gms. 
0.16 gms. 
0.27 gms. 
0.37 gms. 
50 lU 
567 lU 
2.6 Uses of chillies :-
Capsicum preparations are used as counter-irritant in lumbago, neuralgia 
and rheumatic disorders. Taken internally, Capsicum has a tonic corminative 
action especially, contraindicated in gastiic catarrh. Taken inordinately, it may 
cause gastroenterites. It is sometimes added to tannin or rose gargles for 
pharyngitis and relaxed sore throat. It is administered in the form of powder, 
tincture, liniment, plaster, ointment, medicated wool etc. 
Chillies are also used in green condition for flavouring \'egetable dishes and 
for making pickles. Chillies are used for pepper sauces, tobasco sauces and other 
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local dishes in United States. More than elsewhere, it is very popular and used as 
essential ingrediants of meal, pickles and salad in India, especially in southern 
parts and among non-vegetarian communities. In other countries like USA, it fonns 
chief source for commercial preparation of vit. C. 
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CHAPTER-III 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
3.1 Material:-
3.1.1 Seeds :-
In the present investigation the seeds of following two varieties of chilli 
{Capsicum anmntm L.) were used : 
(i) NP46A 
(ii) X235 
The certified, healthy & dry seeds of chilli {Capsicum awmum L.) were 
purchased from the Pocha Seeds Pvt. Ltd. Poona. These varieties are well adapted 
to the agroclimatic conditions of Uttar Pradesh and are extensively cultivated in 
this region. 
3.1.2 Mutagens :-
The following two chemical mutagens were used in the present 
investigation. 
(i) Methyl methane sulphonate (MMS) 
(ii) Sodium azide (SA) 
The properties of these mutagens are summerized in the Table. 
Name of mutagen 
Methyl methane 
sulphonate (MA4S) 
Sodium azide (SA) 
Chemical formula 
CH.so.ca 
NaN, 
\ Source 
Sigma Chemical 
, Company U.S.A. 
Sigma Chemical 
1 Company U.S.A. 
Nature of action 
Alk)"lation 
Respiratory 
inhibitor 
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Methods :-
3.2.1 Preparation of mutagenic Solutions :-
The stock solutions (1%) of methyl methane sulphonate and sodium azide 
were prepared separately by adding 1 ml of each to 99 ml of phosphate buffers 
ha\ing PH-7 and PH-3 respectively. The required concentrations of mutagens 
were prepared from the stock solutions using the following formula. 
s,v, = s.v, 
1 1 
WTiere, 
S, = Strenath of the stock solution 
Vj = \blume of the stock solution 
S, = Strength of the desired solution 
V, = \'olume of the desired solution 
3.2.2 Presoaking of seeds :-
The selfed seeds of uniform size of each variety were used in the 
experiment. Prior to the mutagenic treatment 460 seeds o{ Capsicum animwn L. 
vars. NP46A & X235 were presoaked in distilled water for 12 hours at room 
temperature (27±1°C). After the expiry of pre soaking period, the seeds were kept 
on blotting paper to remo\e small droplets of water adhering to the surface of 
seeds. 
3.2.3 Mutagenic treatment of seeds :-
Doses :-
The presoaked seeds of the two varieties were treated with different 
concentrations of the following two mutagens for 8 hours. 
(i) Methyl methane sulphonate (MMS) :-
The seeds of Capsicum awmum vars.NP46A and X235 were treated with 
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0.01%, 0.02%, 0.03%, 0.04%, 0.05%, 0.06%, 0.07%, 0.08%, 0.09%, 0.1% 
concentrations of methyl methane sulphonate. 
(ii) Sodium azide (SA) :-
The seeds of Capsicum anniium vars. NP46A and X235 were treated 
with 0.01%, 0.02%, 0.03%, 0.04%, 0.05%, 0.06%, 0.07%, 0.08%, 0.09%, 0.1% 
concentrations of sodium azide. 
3.2.4 Sample size :-
In each case 20 seeds were treated with different concentrations of 
MMS and SA. Inter-mittent shaking was given during treatment to facilitate 
uniform absorption and proper aeration.The solution taken was approximately 
three times of volume of seeds used (Konzak et al. 1965). For control, 20 pre 
soaked seeds of each variet} of Capsicum aummm were treated with distilled 
water for 8 hours. The treated seeds \\'ere thoroughly washed with running water 
for half an hour before they were sown in pots. 
3.2.5 Parameters studied :-
A detailed study on the effects of different concentrations of MMS 
and SA on the following parameters of two \arieties of chilli was under taken. 
3.2.5.1 Seed germination :-
After seeds were sown in pots, daily observation was kept to see the 
seed germination. After the seed germination had stopped, the total number of 
genriinated seeds was counted and finalh- the percentage of seed germination \\'as 
calculated on the basis of the followino formula : 
^ . . ,o/^ dumber of seeds germmatedX 100 
Germmation (%) = =:—-, :—~- ; 
1 otaJ number of seeds sown 
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The following formula was used to calculate the inhibition (%) of 
germination. 
, , , . . ,„, , Control-Treated X 100 
Inhibition (%) = „ ^ , 
' Control 
3.2.5.2 Height of plant :-
Plant height was measured at maturity from the surface of soil upto 
the tip of plant. 
3.2.5.3 Number of fruits per plant:-
The average number of fruits per plant was estimated by counting the 
total number of fruits produced on 10 different plants in each treatment. 
3.2.5.4 Length of fruits :-
The lengths of fruits were measured separately in centimeter. 
3.2.5.5 Diameter of fruits :-
The diameter of fruits was measured at the center after their maturity. 
3.2.5.6 Number of seeds per fruit :-
The total number of seeds was counted from 25 different fruits in 
each concentration and their mean was calculated. 
3.2.6 Cvtological studies :-
3.2.6.1 Fixation of flower buds :-
For meiotic studies, flower buds of appropriate size were collected sepa-
ratek from 10 different plants in each treatment and fixed in Camoy's fluid (6 part 
absolute alcohol : 3 parts chlorofonn : 1 part glacial acetic acid) for 30 minutes 
and then transfeiTed to acetic alcohol (1 glacial acetic acid : 3 absolute alcohol) 
saturated with ferric acetate and kept for 24 hours. The buds were washed with 
70% alcohol and preser\ed in it for further stud>-. 
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3.2.6.2 Slide preparation :-
Anthers were squashed in a drop of acctocannine and temporary 
sHdes were prepared by fixing cover glass on it (Swaminathan et al. 1954). The 
slides were made pennanent in Canada balsom using n-butyl alcohol series. (Bhadari 
and Ghosh, 1954) slides were kept in incubator for 2-3 days for drying. 
3.2.6.3 Meiotic observations :-
Different stages of meiotic division were studied from the permanent 
slides under the compound microscope. 
3.2.6.4 Pollen fertilit>' :-
Pollen fertility was determined with acetocamiine (1%) so 1 u t i o n . 
Pollen grains which took stain and had a regular outline were considered as fertile 
and those which remained unstained, shrunken and empt\' were recorded as sterile 
pollen grains. The following formula was used to calculate the pollen fertility. 
No.of fertile pollen arainsX 100 
Pollen fertillit)'(%)= Total No. of pollen grains 
The following formula \\'as used to calculate the percent inhibition or injury 
or reduction. 
T , M • • n.s Control-Treated X 100 
Inhibition (%) = 
Control 
3.2.6.5 Pollen size :-
Pollen size was taken in occular divisions which were later on 
converted in to microns. 
3.2.7 Statistical studies :-
Obser\ations recorded on cytomoiphological parameters of treated 
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as well as control populations were subjected to statistical anal\ sis with a view to 
fmd out the extent of variations induced by the mutagens used. 
3.2.7.1 Mean (X);-
The mean was computed by taking the sum of all individual obsei-vations 
{X+X^+X^+ XJ and dividing it by the total number of observations 
_ (X+X+X3+ XJ 
Mean(X)= ' ^^  
^ IX 
X N 
IX = Sum of all the individual observations i. e. (X+X+X,+ X ) 
N = Total no. of observations recorded 
3.2.7.2 Standard deviation (SD) :-
Standard deviation is a positive square root of average of sum of 
squares of deviation of all observations from their means. It is calculated on the 
basis of following formula: 
(X,-X)^ + (X,-X)- + (X,-Xr-+ (X,,-X)-
SD(o) ", ' ^ 
V^ (X - X)^  or (a) 
n 
Where, 
SD or (a) = Standard deviation 
-X = Sumofall indi\idual obserxation 
i.e. X + X - X X 
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X = Mean of all observations 
n = No. of observation. 
3.2.7.3 Standard error (SE):-
It is defined as the rate of standard deviation to the square root of 
total number of observations expressed by the following formula : 
SE = 
SD of sample 
^[^ 
Where, 
SD = Standard deviation 
N = Number of observation 
3.2.7.4. Cofficient of variation (CV%) :-
It is defined as 'The rate of standard deviation to sample means 
expressed in percentage". It measures the relative magnitude of variation present in 
observation relative to the magnitude of their arithmatic mean. It is calculated as 
follov.s: 
CV (%) SDXIOO 
X 
\Miere, 
SD = Standard de\iation 
X = Arithmatic mean of all observations 
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CHAPTER-IV 
CHEMICAL MUTAGENS AND THEIR 
MODE OF ACTION 
The idea of inducing mutations and their utilization for improving cultivated 
plants is about 8 decades old. Mutation is very valuable approach to plant 
breeding, improvement of characters, changing or altering the basic genotype 
and shortening the normal life cycle of the variety concerned. 
Our knowledge on the fundamental aspects of the mutational processes 
and the mechanism of action of \arious physical and chemical mutagens and their 
combinations has been fairly widened with reports of Blixt and Gottschalk (1975), 
Gottschalk (1978a. 1978b). Gottschalk and Wolff (1983), Shanna (1985) and Khan 
(1986). Though there are several unanswered questions regarding the 
classification and mechanism of action of mutagen yet a more comprehensive 
account of them was gi\ en by Sharma (1985). 
Alkylating agents are b\ far the most extensi\'e and important group of 
mutagens. These compounds bear one or more reacti\e alkyl groups capable of 
being transfen-ed to other molecules at positions where the electron density is 
sufficiently high. They cause alkylation of phosphate groups of DNA as well as 
the bases. The most frequent e\ent being the formation of 7-alkyl guanine. 
In practice, howe\er. onh' a few of the mutagens are used more frequently 
and most of them belong to the groups of alkylating agents such as ethyl methane 
sulphonate (EMS). Methyl methane sulphonate (MMS), diethylsulphate (DES), 
ethylene imine (EI). N-nitroso-methyl urea (NMU). Of these, nitro compounds 
have been reported to be the most effective (Rapoport. 1962.1963 : Swaminathan, 
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1966; IAEA, 1970). 
Apart from easy handling and better efficiency, chemical mutagens have 
greater-specificity than radiations (Auerbach, 1965). Physical mutagens have been 
reported to be more potent in inducing mutations than the chemical one (Sharma, 
1965 ; Blixt and Mossberg, 1967). 
Heslot (1959) for the first time, demonstrated the mutagenic activit}' of ethyl 
methane sulphonate (EMS). Rapoport et al. (1966) discovered nitroso methyl 
urea which was found to be \'er\' strong mutagen. Sodium azide mutagenicity in 
higher plants was discovered by Spence (1965) who used this chemical as 
respiratory inhibitor in barley. Later, sodium azide was found to be a ver>' 
effective mutagen under certain treatment conditions (Klienhofs et al., 1974) and it 
was possible to obtain high mutation frequency mostly gene mutations with 
negligible frequency of chromosomal abeiTations. 
Sodium azide, an inhibitor of catalase and peroxide enzymes, is a 
remarkably efficient mutagen in barley (Nilan et ai, 1973) with hydrogen ion 
concentration of its treatment solution as a key to its high mutagenic potenc\-. It is 
also known to cause somatic mosaicism in Glycine max (Vig, 1973) and induces 
mutations in Piswn (Sander and Muehlbauer, 1977). Sodium azide as such does't 
possess radiomimetic acti\it\" but has shown synergistic effect with radiations, 
methyl nitroso urea (MNU), eth>l methane sulphonate (EMS) and propane 
sulphonate (PS) resulting in an increased chromosomal aberration frequency 
(Kihlman, 1959; Sideris et al. 1969). seedling growlh injur>' (Choudhar>^ and Kaul, 
1976) and chlorophyll mutation frequenc} (Konzak et al, 1975 ; Khalatkar et al, 
1979 ; and Singh and Olenjniczak. 1983). The mutagenic effciency of azide is ver}-
high when measured as the ratio of mutation yielded to chromosomal aberrations 
(Konzak et al. 1972). Sideris et al.. (1972) have reported a considerable 
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synergistic increase in the frequency of cells carrying chromosome aberrations in 
barley irradiated with y rays and hydrated in Sodium azide solution buffered at 
PH--3. The high potency of this mutagen therefore, seems to offer great promise in 
mutation breeding programmes. 
4.1 Effect of mutation :-
Based on their effect on viability, mutations are classified into 4 groups as 
follows: 
(1) Lethal:-
Lethal mutations kill each and eveiy individual that carries them in 
the appropriate genotype. 
(2) Sublethal;-
Sublethal mutations reduce viablity, but they do'tkill all the individuals 
carrying them but they kill more than 50% of individuals. 
(3) Vital;-
Vital mutations do't reduce \'iabilit}' of the individuals carr}dng them. 
(4) Subvital :-
Subvital mutations kill much less than 50% individuals. There are many 
factors which influence the mutagenic reaction with biological materials. 
Most of these factors have been considered by Konzak et al. (cf IAEA. 1972 ; cf. 
IAEA, 1977) as under. 
(1) Temperature 
(2) The PH and buffers 
(3) Concentration of mutagen 
(4) Chemical structure of mutagen 
(5) Pressure of treatment 
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(6) Pressure of catalyst 
(7) Pretreatment soaking 
(8) Post treatment drying 
(9) Post treatment wasliing 
(10) Storage of treated seeds. 
The frequency of mutation will be different under different conditions with 
increasing doses. As the mutation frequency increases, survival and capacity to 
regenerate decreases. One must choose optimum dose, which produces 
maximum mutation fi-equency and minimum killings. This dose or point is temied 
as LD-50 (Lethal dose 50) which is a common parameter to decide the effective 
doses of both physical and chemical mutagens. Thus LD-50 is a dose which 
results in 50% mortality of treated seeds. Though most of the reasearchers use 
LD-50 as an index of mutagen dose, Gaul (1960) suggested to apply highest 
possible dose for inducing mutations in plant breeding programmes. He argues 
that such a high dose tend to increase the efficiency of mutation production. 
If duration of treatment is longer than the half life of the mutagen (lo\\ 
concentration) then the treatment solution should be buffered and/or renewed after 
one fourth of the mutagen has been hydrolysed. For a short period, high 
concentration is used after pre soaking at high temperature. Treatment period also 
depends upon the hydrol>'tic rate of the mutagens (i.e. hydrolysis half life time 
after which one half of the initial concentration of the active mutagen has reacted 
with water to fonn acid & alcohol). The temperature of mutagenic solution greath 
influence the mutagenic process, though the diffusion rate is little affected, for 
chemicals w'nh a short half life like DES. low temperature decreases the hydrohsis 
rate. Thus, keeping the mutagens stable for a longer period of time and ensuring its 
reactivity with the nucleophilic centres in the target. 
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4.2 Dose effect :-
The dose required for high mutation efficienc}' of a chemical mutagen 
depends on the properties of agents, of the solvent medium and of the biological 
systems in question. In general, the effect of a chemical mutagenic treatment 
comprises several parameters, of which the most imporl;ant are concentrations, 
durations of treatments and temperature during treatments. 
Chemical mutagens like EMS and NMU have been shown to have a dose 
related reduction in pollen fertility (Nerkar, 1970). Hussein and Disouki (1976) 
reported similar results in Phaseohis vulgaris L. Siddiqui (1967) found NMU to 
be more effective at higher doses than gamma rays. Dose linked effectiveness of 
NIVIU was also found in Vigna radiata in terms of germination loss, reduction in 
pollen fertility and seedling height (Singh and Chaturvedi. 1980). Similar effects 
with EMS was noted in Pearl millet (Singh et al. 1978). Wellensick (1965), 
Mighacheve (1972) and Salim et al., (1974) noticed dose dependent reduction in 
gennination, seedling height and fertility in peas. Similar results have been reported 
in mungbean by KJian (1983). With a view to enhance the mutation rate and also to 
alter the spectrum of mutations, many variations in treatment methodology have 
been proposed by different workers. Treatment with chemical or physical 
mutagens have been given to dry as well as soaked seeds, seedling at different 
de\'e]opmental stages, different phases of cell cycle, at variable temperature and 
ionic concentration of chemical mutagens (Chopra and Rai. 1979). 
4.3 Mutagenic sensitivity :-
It is well known that the same mutagenic dose can cause different degrees 
of effect in different species. Varied mutagenic sensitivit\- of different genotypes 
was first reported by Gregory (1955) in groundnut and by Lamprecht (1965) in 
Peas. 
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Singh and Chaturvedi (1980), using NMU and gamma rays found distinct 
varietal differences in Vigna radiata. Siddiqui (1967) used EMS, NMU, gamma 
rays and neutrons to determine mutagenic sensitivity in rice and noticed that 
varieties belonging to indica andjaponica types differed in their radiosensitivity. 
Akbar et al. (1976) concluded that the differences in radiosensitivity among 
the rice varieties might be due to differences in their recover)' processes involving 
en2:yme activity. Gukasyan and Akopyan (1974) using NMU found the maximum 
rate of mutations in the pepper plants. 
Bykovets and Vasykiv (1971) conducted mutation studies on leguminous 
crops like soya bean, french bean, peas and Lathyrus with three mutagens Viz. 
NEU, NMU and DES. It was found that all crops were not mutable to the same 
extent and that the maximum mutagenic effects appeared in Peas, next in so)abean 
and none in Lathyrus. Nerker (1970) demonstrated varietal differences in the 
mutagenic sensitivity of Lathyrus sativus. Sinha and Godward (1972) recorded 
similar differences between macrosperma and microsperma lentils. In wheat also, 
such \'arietal differences with regard to induction of chlorophyll mutations were 
noticed by Minocha c; a/. (1970). 
In general, the \arieties with a large assortment of recessive characters, 
show greater sensiti\ity and frequency of M, mutants than varieties with dominent 
characters (Gelin et al. 1958 ; Blixt. 1970 ; Gad, 1980 ; Dolgikli & Tarasenkov, 
1971). The mechanism controlling sensiti\ity of chemical mutagens & x-ravs have 
been reported to be different from those determining sensiti\it)- of gamma rays 
(SokolovandBalchunew, 1977). 
4.4 Mutation frequency and Spectrum :-
In the mutation induction programmes the choice of an efficient mutagen 
will certainly increase the posibility of recovering desired mutations in M, 
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generation. That mutagens may show difference in mutation spectrum was 
reported by Ehrenberge/«/.. (1958); Konzak et aL,{\962) and Sharma (1968). It 
is generally accepted that the frequency of chlorophyll mutations in M, generation 
is good indication of the total mutation pattern (Mesken and Vander Veen, 1968). 
Auerbach (1967) had suggested that spectrum changes could probably be 
induced more by controlling the recovery pattern rather than the primary- process 
of induction of mutation. 
High frequency of chlorophyll and other viable mutations, following 
treatment with chemical mutagens and radiations was reported by Blixt et al., 
(1958, 1963). Several workers have reported higher mutation frequency by 
chemical mutagens in legumes as compared to physical mutagens (Swaminathan 
et al. 1962) and proposed that the differences in the spectrum with radiations and 
EMS in barley must be related to the specific action of EMS on the genetic 
material. Savin et al., (1968) concluded that in barley NMU was superior to EMS 
in inducing chlorophyll mutations. Multiple mutations also occured in the NMU 
treated material in their study. Hussein et al, (1974) found EMS to be much 
superior to gamma rays for inducing high frequency and wide spectrum of 
mutations. 
There are strong indications that total mutation frequency and spectrum are 
associated with dose of mutagens (Rybakov, 1971 ; Ghose et al, 1973 : Hussein 
et al. 1974 : and Rao er^/.. 1991). However, this claim was reduplicated b}'some 
workers (Pipie, 1972 ; Khan 1979). The highest dose is not always the most 
effective. Srivastava et al. (1973) found higher doses of EMS to be less toxic 
than higher doses of MMS in gram. The number of lethal mutations was reported 
to be low and that of useful ones to be high with low doses of irradiation followed 
b\- treatment with chemical mutagens. It has been pointed out that phenot>pically 
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similar mutations may be produced by different treatments (Khevostova et al., 
1973). 
[4^ .5 Mode of action of some chemical mutagens :-
The most interesting feature of many mutagenic agents is their locaHzed 
effect upon the chromosomes. This effect is usually demonstrated as higher 
frequenc\ of breaks in the heterochromatic regions of the chromosomes than in 
the euchromatic regions. The breakage pattern is non random in contrast to that 
induced by ionizing radiations. Some of the agents exibiting this specificity of 
action are malic hydrazide, 8-ethoxy caffein, diepoxybutane and propiolactone. 
Many alkylating agents carrying one, two or more alkyl groups are called 
mono, bi or polyfunctional alkylating agents for e.g. DES, MMS and DMS. These 
all act as mono functional agents even when they carry two alkyl groups as in DES 
and DMS. since each group alkylates separate!}-. 
DNA can be changed by alkylating agents in four different ways :-^ 
4.5.1 Alkvlation of phophate group of nucleic acid :-
When phosphate group is alkylated, unstable phosphate triester is formed, 
which hydrohses to return the alkyl group, if enough alkyl groups remain attached 
till the time of duplcation, the duplication might be inhibited. The attached alkyl 
group may, but not necessarily interfere with duplication in such a manner that non 
complementar\- bases ma}' be incorporated. 
4.5.2 Hydrolysis of triester between sugar and phosphate :-
Hydrolysis of phosphate triester may take place between sugar and 
phosphate and thus causes the breakage of back bone. This will be lethal or 
cause larger alterations, but will not cause point mutations. 
4.5.3 Alkylation of bases :-
Some of the bases are also alkylated (fig. 3). Althouoh 1-methvl adenine and 
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some cytosine derivatives can also be obtained, 7-alkyl guanine is the most 
common derivative formed, which may pair with cytosine (fig. 4). The alkylated 
bases may inhibit DNA duplication or cause base pair mistakes during DNA 
duplication. 
4.5.4 Depurination :-
Alkylation of guanine at 7"' position gives rise to quatemaiy nitrogen which 
is unstable. This either hydrolyses away the alkyl group and alkylated purine 
separates from deoxyribose sugar leaving it depurinated (fig. 5) the gap may then 
interfere with DNA duplication or may cause incorporation of wrong base (fig. 6) 
the depurinated DNA is also more labile and man}' undergo breakage in the 
backbone soon after. This ma\- induce large alterations or may be lethal but will 
cause point mutations. 
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CHAPTER-V 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Various bioassays have been suggested for monitoring the mutagenicity of 
environmental chemicals (Kilbey etal, 1977). Different plant systems recommended 
by Gene-Tox programme for genetic and cytogenetic assays include Allium, 
Arabidopsis, Glycine, Hordeum, Vicia, Tradescantia, Zea spp. (Constantin and 
Owens, 1982 ; Klekowski, 1982). 
The mutagenic action of various chemicals has been extensively studied in 
plants at two levels. 
(1) Moiphological 
(2) Cytological/C\togenetical 
There are many reports to demonstrate the effects of treatments on 
germination percentage and survival of plants (Bhaskaran, 1959 ; Goud, 1965 ; 
Kempanna el al.. 1969 ; Khan. 1979). Obser\'ations pertaining to three sets of 
chemicals viz. Aziridines, nitroso-compounds and esters indicated a significant 
reduction in the germination percentage of treated populations (Kalia, 1984). 
Germination has been reported to be inhibited by ionizing radiations and the 
inhibitory effect increases with increasing doses (Pauti'ier, 1976; Narang and Prakash, 
19^3). Seed germination and survival rate steadily decreased with increased dose 
of two organophosphorus pesticides, Ekalux EC 25 and Metasystox on 
Capsicum amiuum var. X235 and same result was shown by the fungicide 
Bavistin and Deltan (Prakash et al. 1988). The two insecticides "BHC" and 
"Nuxacron'' affected both sur\ i\al and germination in Capsicum anmtum L. and 
similar result was also shown b\- herbicides lasso & basagran (Reddy and Rao, 
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1981 and 1982a). Stimulatory effect of few concentrations of hormone lithocin 
and planofix has been reported by Reddy and Rao (1982b). 
The effect of gamma rays and EMS on the seeds of Capsicum annuum L. 
has been studied by Asjia and Na '^ar (1986) who observed increase in pollen 
sterility with increase in dose and that gamma rays induced a higher percent 
sterility compared to EMS. The c\4omorphology of the spontaneous triploid in 
Capsicum annuum showed delayed growth and prolonged flowering in the 
triploid. It showed marked difference in fruit size and in the ratio of healthy and 
sterile seeds (Chennaveeraiah anjd^Habib, 1973). 
Chennaveeraiah and Habib (1973) studied camparative kar}'omorphology 
of diploids & triploids which revealed marked differences in respect of growth 
habit, pollen fertility and floral characters. Triploids showed increased plant parts, 
delayed growth and prolonged flowering. Colour of the fruit and its nature did not 
show much difference but marked difference was seen in fruit size and in the ratio 
of healthy and sterile seeds. 
Venktrajan and Subhash (1986) reported the occurrence of a plant with 
needle like narrow lanceolate lea\es and abnormal floral characters. The study of 
polyploid plant showed morphological characters like stunted growth and 
presence of larger, thicker and dark green leaves, while tetraploid plant showed 
delayed flowering with less number of flowers. Gigantism in floral part as well as 
abnormalities in floral structure were observed in the tetraploid of Capsicum 
annuum L. (Indira and Abraham. 1977). 
.Raghuvanshi and Joslii (1964) observed delayed and extended flowering 
with larger and varied number of floral parts in the colchiploids of Capsicum 
frutescence. Total sterilit\' was obser\ed in the fruits of Capsicum annuum formed 
in the radiation induced polyploid (Indira and Abjaham 1977). Pa] et aJ., (1941) 
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obtained fertile polyploid with larger fruits in the colchicine induced polyploids of 
Capsicum anmmm where as the polyploid produced by Raghuvanshi and Joshi 
(1964) in Capsicumfrutescence were sterile. The high pollen sterilit)' was found in 
Capsicum annuum due to meiotic abnormalities (Novak and Betjach, 1970). 
Lakshmi & Nalini (1989) isolated tertiary trisomic from the interchange 
heterozygote in the triploid Capsicum and found phenotypic variation in the height, 
intemode and leaves. This trisomic had 2n = 25 chromosomes. Sadanandam and 
Sut)hash (1985) isolated an aneuploid of Capsicum from variety Pusa Jawala 
followed by 40kR gamma radiation. The variant was sufficiently vigorous, dark 
green and sterile. 
Harini et al., (1990) obtained a chromosomal chimaeral plant with three 
distinct primary branches exhibiting diploids, mixoploids (diploid and tetraploid) 
and tetraploid condition. It was recorded for the P' time in colchicine treated 
plants of X235 a local cultivar of chilli. These 3 branches showed difference in 
leaves, flowers, fruits and stomatal characteristics. The mixoploid branch 
displayed intermidiate features of both diploid and tetraploid branches. Further, 
fertility and yield were high in chimaeral plant compared to those of the diploid and 
tetraploid sibs. 
Meshram et al. (1981) obtained a plant having spontaneous multiple 
translocations from normal populations of chilli cultivar CA-960. The plant was 
\er\' healthy having broad green lea\"es and big size flowers. 
5.1 Studies on quantitative characters :-
Improvement of cultivated plants largely depends on the extent of genetic 
\ariability available within the species. Mutagenesis had provided a handv tool to 
enhance the natural mutations rate and increase the scope for obtainina desired 
selections. 
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The significance of small mutations in evolution was first recognized and 
emphasized by Baur (1924) and later on it was studied by many workers in 
different crop plants. Gaul (1965) had emphasized the significance of 
micromutations in plant breeding by stating that there appears to be no doubt that 
micromutations may affect virtually all the morphological and physiological 
characters as do large mutations and the\- might have higher mutation rate than the 
macromutations. Several workers have so far reported encouraging variability in 
different crop plants viz. Gregory (1955,1956); Rawlings et a/., (1958) and Pap et 
al., (1961) in Soyabean ; Krull and Frey (1961) in Oats ; Brock (1965) in 
subterranean Clover and Arabidopsis theliana ; Gustafsson (1963) in barley : 
Lawrence (1968) in Arabidopsis ; Bhatia and Swaminathan (1962) ; Borojevic 
(1965) and Goud (1967) in wheat: Scossiroli (1962)) in com; Gupta and Swaminathan 
(1967) in Toria; Ramulu (1974) in Sorghum ; Aastveit (1967) in rye ; Sakai and 
Suzuki (1964) in rice and Shah era/., (1968) in chilli. 
There is considerable difference of opinion on the relative incidence of 
induced polygenic variation in the negative or positive direction and shift of the 
mean in M, and later generations. 
5.2 Induction of meiotic abnormalities :-
Novak and Betlach (1970) reported meiotic in-egularities in pollen sterile 
plants of Capsicum aimuum. Kalo\kyan (1968a) has reported the frequent 
occurrence of fragmentation and bridge fomiation in Capsicum annuum after the 
treatment with nitroso-ethyl-urea (NEU) and nitrosomethyl Urea (NMU). 
Kamaluddin and Abraham (1970) reported that x-ray irradiated seeds of chillies 
resulted in morphological abnormalities, chromosomal aberrations and 
production of xantha chlorophyll mutant with increased frequency. 
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Chennaveeraiah and Habib (1973) studied the cytology of the triploid and 
found that it was an autotriploid. Meiosis showed univalents (1-11), bivalents (1-6) 
and trivalents (6-12). Quadrivalents were also seen in some cells. lUieva and Malkhova 
(1975) reported the effect of gamma irradiation on the microsporogenesis of 
Capsicum anmmm after the application of 0, doses 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 kR during 
the period of differentiation of pollen mother cells. The process of meiosis was 
stopped at different stages as a result of exposure of the material to different 
doses of irradiation. The spindle was broken at metaphase I and the 
chromosomes showed structural changes connected to the formation of 
fragments, bridges etc. even at the lowest irradiation doses. Subash and Nizam 
(1977) reported that the increasing doses of x ray iiTadiation resulted into the 
formation of bridges, micronuclei and multiple spindle formation in Capsicum 
awmwn. Baparao and Nagalla (1977) have reported partial desynapsis in mutants 
obtained from x-rays and EMS treated M, population of Capsicum anmium. It 
showed variable number of univalents (2-24) at diakinesis and metaphase I. X ray 
irradiation produced more anomalous cells than EMS treatment. 
Kati\ ar (1977) described desynaptic behaviour in a \'ariant, isolated from a 
variety of Capsicum aumium with erectly oriented fruits, following 20 kR gamma 
irradiation. It showed meiotic irregularities like micronuclei, miniature polyspory 
and gametes with genetic imbalance. Indira and Abraham (1977) studied cytology 
of radiation induced polyploid of Capsicum anuuum and found delayed 
flowering and lesser number of flowers. 
Lakshmi and Baparao (1978) studied chromosomal interchanges in a >ellow 
fruited variet\ of pepper. A translocation hetroz>gote of Capsicum anmium L. 
(2n = 24) with an association of 4 non-nuclear chromosomes showed vigorous 
growth, in-egular meiosis and 83% pollen sterility. Cawood (1980) reported the 
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aggregation of chromosomes into a synergistic knot during zygotene in 
Capsicum. 
Katiyar (1978) has reported that the irradiation of dr>' seeds of Capsicum 
annuum with gamma rays at 5, 10, 15, and 20 kR level resulted abnormal 
chromosomes with stickiness, clumping, altered association, breakage, bridges, 
unequal segregation, laggard and abnormal microspores. They also stated that 
with increasing doses of gamma rays, pollen sterility also increased and 
abnormalities present were more in M, generation than in M .^ 
Abraham and Koshy (1979) described mutagenic potential of green chillies 
and reported abnormalities like achromatic gaps, chromosomal breakage and 
clumping in the treated cells. Rao and Lakshmi (1980) described the meiotic 
abnormalities in gamma ray induced mutants oi Capsicum awmum after the use 
of 10, 30, and 40kR. It resulted into meiotic abnormalities like stickiness, 
multivalents, univalents, breakages, non orientation of chromosomes, laggards 
and abnormal microspores. The frequency of occurrence of these abnormalities 
\sas proportional to the doses of gamma rays and pollen sterilit)- was cumulative 
result of variant and abeirant meiotic stages. 
Meshram et ah. (1981) reported spontaneous multiple translocation in 
Capsicum annuum. At metaphase L rings of 4 & 8 chromosomes and chains of 
4. 6, 8, 10, 12, and 18 chromosomes were observed. Non disjunction, laggards, 
chromatin bridges and irregular distribution of chromosomes were observed at 
anaphase I which resulted into 90-100% pollen sterility. Subhash et al., (1981a) 
reported induction of multilocular o\ar\- in Capsicum annuum by treating it with 
mitomycin 'C". Dimitrone (1981) studied the nature of chromosomal gaps 
induced b\ alkylating reagents (EI. N-nitroso-N-methyl Urethane) and x ravs in 
Capsicum capillaris which became apparent after treatment with caffeine. Reddv 
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and Rao (1981) studied anomalies in dividing PMCs and frequency of these 
abnormalities was higher in Nuvacron than in BHC treatment. 
Sadanandam and Subhash (1984) reported a desynaptic mutant of 
Capsicum aunuum. which was produced b\ treatment with DES and 
showed 72 percent pollen sterility. This characteristic was controlled by a 
single recessive gene. Danilenko (1982) described the mutagenic activity of 
nitroso-methyl uridine in chilli. 
Singh (1982) described the effect of lAA with maleic hydrazide and 
colchicine on the root tip mitosis. It resulted into chromosomal abnormalities like 
chromatid breakages, bridge formation, polyploidy, lagging chromosomes, 
micronuclei, stickiness etc. 
Reddy and Rao (1982b) observed undesirable effects of homiones "0 , 
•planofix" and 'lithocin' on \ield components of chilli. Both the hormones 
produced meiotic abnormalities and the frequency was markedly high in planofix 
treated material than in lithocin treatment. Raja Rao and Kumar (1983) obtained 
three desyneptic plants in chillies. Meiotic studies in mutant plant showed reduced 
chiasma frequency. The mutant condition followed a monogenic pattern of 
inheritance. Reddy and Rao (1982a) observed undesirable effects of the 
herbicides, lasso and basagran at higher dose levels on chilli crop. The yield 
components were affected badh in high concentration of herbicides. 
Subhash and Vankatrajan (1983) described the cuological and morphological 
variations induced in Capsicum cultivar C-5 after x ra\ irradiation at 1,3, 5 and 10 
kR doses. Gross chromosomal abnormalities like nonoriented fragments at 
metaphase. bridges at anaphase and telophase with or without fragments were 
observed. 
Abida et ai. (1983) ha\e described spontaneous interchange heterozygote 
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in Capsicum chinense with 44% pollen sterility. They also showed 10II and I ring 
or chain of 4 chromosomes orl 0II + II or 10 II + 21 in addition to cells with 12 II, 
out of the 12 pairs of homologues. There was one homomorphic and a second 
heteromorphic pair of satellited choromosomes : Perhaps the smaller of the het-
eromorphic pair of choromosomes small satellited part of its homologue shifted 
to another non satellited centric pair of non homologous cliromosomes from where 
a large segment came back to its homologue producing the larger number of the 
heteromorphic pair. 
\enkatrajan et al., (1984b) treated soaked seed of chillies with x rays and 
0.1% EMS separately and in combination of both. They observed 6 types of 
chloroph>ll mutants namely xatha. albino, chlorina, viridis,maculataand striata in 
M, generation. Occurrence of chlorophyll mutation were in proportion to the dose 
duration and combined treatment enhanced the mutations. 
Sadanandam and Subhash (1984) studied chiasma frequency per bivalent 
and per pollen mother cell of M^  plant raised from the seeds of Capsicum ammum 
treated with EMS. DES and HA. EMS caused greater reduction in the frequenc}' 
of chiasmata than DES and HA. 
X'enkatrajan ei al., (1984a) studied the effect of Mitomycin on soaked seeds 
of chillies and found reduction in percentage of seed germination and seedling 
survival. Mutants showed choromosomal alterations, chlorophyll mutations, 
formation and development of micronuclei which resulted into high pollen 
sterility. 
Kumar et al. (1985) noted the mode of bi\alent formation in a desynaptic 
mutant of chilli and found that frequencies of pollen mother cells with different 
number of bi\alent significant!}- de\iated from those expected with a normal 
distribution. This desynapsis in the mutant was controlled by a recessive gene. 
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Sadanandam and Subash (1985) induced multiple aneuploid in Capsicum 
anmuwi variet}' Pusa Jwala, C>tological examination showed multiple trisomic for 
7 chromosomes, Meiosis in the aneuploid was highly irregular. Various types of 
chromosomal associations at diakinesis, lagging chromosomes at anaphase, 
apppearance of micronuclei at telophase II and microspores with different 
constitutions of micronuclei were observed. 
Kumar et aJ., (1986) irradiated the seeds of Capsicum awmum var. 
cerasiformis with y rays and isolated two plants which carried two interchanges 
and showed iiTegular meiosis with abnormalities at metaphase 1, anaphase I and 
multivalent fomiation. 
Meshram and Patil (1987) reported meiotic anomalies and chromosomal 
stickiness in Capsicum amnium during microsporogenesis due to the effect of 
EMS, DMS and acrid juice of mango. The percentage of PMCs with univalents 
and multivalents associations was quite high in 0.2% concentration of DMS and 
more chromatin bridges, laggards, spindle abnormalities and micronuclei were 
produced with higher concentration and larger duration of treatments. 
Lakshmi et ah, (1988) found reduction in mean chiasmata per cell and 
induced clastogenic changes such as stickiness of chromosomes, fomiation of 
univalents, laggards, bridges and micronuclei at different stages of meiosis after 
seed treatment of Capsicum annuum yav. X235 with insecticide Ekalux and 
Metasystox. 
Prakash et al. (1988) studied the effect of fungicides Bavistin and Deltan 
on Capsicum annuum var. X235 and found PMCs with chromosomal aberrations 
including univalents, multivalents, stickiness and non orientation of chromosomes 
at metaphase I. where as chromatin bridges and laggards were obsen'ed at anaphase. 
The cytotoxic'chromotoxic effects had resulted in pollen sterilit>- which ultimately 
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decreased the yield. 
Limaya and Patil (1989) made comparative karyomorphological analysis of 
21 types belonging to nine species of Capsicum and revealed conspicuous intra 
and also interspecific variations. 
Lakshmi and Nalini (1989) studied tertiary trisomic having chromosomes 
number 2n-25. Meiotic studies revealed a chain of 5 chromosomes in 29.16% of 
cells, irregular meiosis with unequal separation of chromosomes, fomiation of 
laggards, micronuclei, polyads and reduced pollen fertility (48.28%). 
Lakshmi et al., (1989) studied spontaneous cytomixis coupled with 
desynapsis in Capsicum anuuum var. sindhur. In 36.5%o of cells cytomixis was 
effected through c\toplasmic bridges resulting in PMCs with cliromosome number 
ranging from 4-36. It was also observed that cytomixis had some sort of negative 
effect on desynapsis resulting in increased pairing in the cells imohed in cytomixis. 
Harini et a!., (1990) obtained chromosomal chimaeral plant that showed 
higher yield in comparison to those of the diploid and tetraploid sibs. The chimaeral 
nature could be attributed to the endoreduplication of some of the cells in the 
apical bud due to differential activity of the colchicine. 
Prakash et al., (1992) obser\ed a yellow leaf mutant exhibiting interchange 
heiterozygosit}' in the h\brid population (Ms x 960) of Capsicum aimuum. The 
mutant was weak and less vigorous with long nan-ow and yellow coloured leaves. 
The mean chiasma frequenc}' per cell was 20.63 as against 15.72 in control plants. 
The tetrad stage manifested se\eral micronuclei in 12.71%) of the cells. The 
progeny of the mutant plant segregated in 1:1 ratio for nonnal and mutant condition. 
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CHAPTER-VI 
OBSERVATIONS 
In the present investigations, the effect of chemical mutagens (N'IN4S and 
SA) on Capsicum annuum L. vars. NP46A and X235 has been studied. In these 
experiments, percentage of seed germination, inhibition, shoot length, shoot 
injury, pollen fertility/sterility, pollen size, number of fruits per plant, length of 
fruits, diameter of fruits, number of seeds per fruit and meiotic abnormalities ha\e 
been studied. 
Variabilities induced by these chemical mutagens with respect to above 
mentioned parameters were anahsed statistically to assess extent of \'ariations in 
treated populations. 
Mutants were selected from the treated population on the basis of their 
morphological variations and meiotic iiTegularities. 
6.1 Seed germination :-
The percentage of seed germination and inhibition were determined for 
Capsicum annuum L. vars. NP46.A. and X235 treated with different concentrations 
of MMS and SA and data are presented in Table 1, Figs. 1, 2. The observations 
revealed that the increasing concentration of each mutagen had in general the 
decreasing effect on seed germination. 
A brief account of seed germination in both the varieties of 
Capsicum annuum L. treated with different concentrations of MMS 
and SA is presented below : 
6.1.1 Treatment with MMS :-
In \ariet\- NP46A. the maximum seed gemiination in control population was 
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100% where as it was 94% and 47% in 0.01% and 0.1%) treatment of MMS 
respectively (Table l,Fig. 1). 
In variety X235, the maximum germination (100%o) was observed in control 
population where as it was 93% and 40%o in the populations treated with 0.01 %o 
and 0.1%o concentrations of MMS respectively (Table 1, Fig. 1). 
6.1.2 Treatment with SA :-
In variety NP46A, the maximum seed termination was 90%o in the 
population treated with 0.01% where as minimum (38%) was recorded in 0.1% 
concentration of sodium azide (Table 1. Fig. 2). 
In variety X235, 87%o seed germination was noted in 0.01%o and the 
minimum 28%o was recorded in 0.1%o SA treated population (Table 1, Fig. 2). 
6.2 Inhibition :-
The inhibition (%o) in seed germination \\as determined with respect to iwo 
chemical mutagens (MMS, SA) in NP46A and X235 of Capsicum annuum L. An 
account of inhibition percentage has been given below (Table 1, Figs. 3,4). 
6.2.1 Treatment with MMS :-
The maximum inhibition in seed germination (53%o) was observed in the 
population treated with 0.1% MMS and the minimum inhibition (6%o) was 
observed in 0.01%o treatment of varietx NP46A (Table 1, Fig. 3). 
In variety X235, the maximum inhibition \sas 60%o in 0.1%) and the minimum 
inhibition 7% was noted in 0.01% treatment of MMS (Table 1, Fig. 3). 
6.2.2 Treatment w ith SA :-
The maximum inhibiton in seed germination was 62%) in 0.1 %o and the 
minimum {10%) w as observed in .01% of SA treated population of \ariet}'NP46A 
(Table l.Fig. 4). 
In \ ariet)- X235. the maximum inhibition (72%) was noted in 0.1% and the 
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minimum (13%) was observed in .01% SA treated population (Table 1, Fig. 4). 
6.3 Height and height injury :-
The effect of various concentrations of chemical mutagens on height and 
height injury was studied and presented in tables 2,3, figs. 5-8. 
6.3.1 Treatment with MMS :-
In variety NP46A, the maximum height (68.38 cm.) was observed in .02% 
concentration while the mean height in control was 65.76 cm. the minimum 
height (48.4 cm.) was noticed in 0.1%) concentrations of MMS (Table 2, Fig. 
5. Plates la, b). 
The maximum height injuiy (26.4%)) was observed in 0.1 % MMS while the 
minimum (-3.98%) was observed in 0.02% concentration (Table 2, Fig. 7, 
Plates la, b). 
In variety X235, the maximum height (65.22 cm.) was found in 0.02%o 
concentration while the mean length in control was 62.16 cm.. The minimum height 
(47.9 cm.) was noticed in 0.1% concentration of the chemical (Table 2, Fig. 5, 
Plates 2a. b). 
The minimum height injury (-4.92%) was recorded in .02%o and the 
maximum injury (22.94%) was found in 0.1% concentration (Table 2, Fig. 7, 
Plates 2a, b). 
6.3.2 lYeatment with SA :-
In \ariety NP46A, the maximum height (69.32 cm.) was observed in 0.02%) 
concentration while the mean length in control was 65.76 cm. The minimum height 
(40.94 cm.) was noticed in 0.1% concentrations (Table 3, Fig. 6, Plates 3a, b). 
The maximum height injury (37.74%) was found in 0.1%o while it was 
minimum (-5.41%) in 0.02% concentration (Table 3, Fig. 8, Plates 3a, b). 
In variet) X235, the maximum height (64.34 cm.) was observed in 0.02%) 
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concentration while the mean length in control WaT6Z 16 cm. the minimum height 
(34.54 cm.) was obser\ed in 0.1% treatment (Table 3, Fig 6. Plates 4a, b). 
The maximum height injury (44.43%) was observed in 0.1% concentration 
while minimum (-3.51%) was noticed in 0.02% concentration (Table 3, Fig. 8, 
Plates 4a, b). 
6.4 Pollen size and pollen fertility :-
The pollen size and pollen fertility were studied and presented in Tables 4 & 
5. The percentage of fertile and sterile pollen grains were calculated by counting 
the fertile and sterile pollen grains out to total number of pollen grains observed. 
The pollen size was measured in ocular divisions which were converted into 
microns. 
6.4.1 Treatment with MMS :-
In variety NP46A. the maximum pollen fertility (99.15" o) was observed in 
control plants while 0.01% treated plants showed 92.31% fertilit)-. The minimum 
pollen fertility (41.13%) was observed in 0.1% (Table 4, Fig. 9). In treated 
population the maximum pollen sterility (58.87%) was found in 0.1% concentration 
while minimum pollen sterility in treated population (7.69?/o) was found in 0.01% 
concentration (Table 4. Fig. 11). The maximum inhibition in-pollen fertility (58.52%) 
was found in 0.1 % concentration while minimum iniiibition in pollen fertilit}' (6.9%) 
was noticed in 0.01% concentration of chemical. The size of fertile and sterile 
pollens also varied in different concentrations. The size of fertile pollen in 0.01% 
MMS treated population was 32.28^ which decreased upto 29A5\i in population 
treated with 0.1% MMS. In control the average size of fertile pollen grains was 
33.44^. The size of sterile pollen in control was 23.64|.i while in 0.01% treatment it 
w as 22.1 Ou. In 0.1 % treatment pollen size was 19.66^ (Table 4). 
In \'ariet}' X235. maximum pollen fertility (98.32%) was found in control. In 
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case of 0.01 % treatment pollen fertility was 91.31 % that decreased upto 35.41 % in 
0.1% treatment of MMS (Table 4, Fig. 9). The minimum pollen sterility (1.68%) 
was found in control plants. In treated population maximum pollen sterilit>' (64.59%) 
\Nas recorded in 0.1% treatment and minimum (8.69%) was in 0.01%) treatment 
(Table 4, Fig. 11). The percentage of inhibition increased continuously from 7.23% 
in 0.1% treatment to 63.98% in 0.1% treatment of MMS. The maximum size of 
fertile pollen was found in control. In 0.01 %> treatment the average pollen size was 
32.61 (i while it was minimum (28.58(i) in 0.1% treated plants. The maximum size 
of sterile pollen (24.08|i) was observed in control. The size of sterile pollen in 
0.0] % treatment was 22)i, which decreased with increasing concemrations. The 
minimum size of sterile pollen was 18.58)a in 0.1% treatment of MIv4S (Table 4). 
6.4.2 Treatment of SA :-
In variety NP46A. pollen fenilit}' decreased from 89.31 ''/o to 39.16% in SA 
treatment. The maximum pollen sterilit}' was 60.84% in 0.1 % treatment (Table 5, 
Fig. 10). The pollen sterility was 10.69% in 0.01% of SA while it was minimum 
0.85% in control (Table 5, Fig. 12). The inhibition (%) increased with increasing 
concentrations. The maximum-inhibition was recorded in 0.1% treatment of SA. 
The increasing concentrations of SA had decreasing effect on the size of fertile 
and sterile pollen grains (Table 5). 
In variety X235. the minimum pollen fertility was found in 0.1 % S A while it 
was 83.51% in 0.01% treatment (Table 5, Fig. 10). The percentage of pollen 
sterility increased with increasing concentrations of mutagen. It was 16.49%o in 
0.01°/o concentration and 73.98°o in case of 0.1% concentration of SA. The 
maximum inhibition was noticed in 0.1 % treatment. The minimum inhibition was 
15.06% in 0.01% treatment of SA (Table 5. Fig. 12). The minimum size of fertile 
pollen was observed in 0.1% concentration while in 0.01% treatment it was 
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maximum (30.89^). The minimum size of sterile pollen was observed in 0.1% 
while it was maximum in 0.01% SA (Table 5). 
6.5 Number of fruits per plant :-
The data recorded on number of fruits per plant are presented in tables 6, 
7. A gradual decrease in mean \'alue of no. of fruits per plant with increasing 
concentration of mutagens in both the varieties was observed. Different varieties 
responded differently to various mutagenic treatments. 
6.5.1 Teatment of MMS :-
In the variety NP46A, the mean value of fruit per plant in control was 12.6. 
The different concentrations of MMS caused a gradual decrease in the mean 
values of fruits per plant (Table 6). 
The number of fruit per plant in control of variety X235 was 13.80. The 
minimum number of fruits per plant was found in 0.09% while it \Nas maximum in 
population treated with 0.01% of MMS (Table 6). 
6.5.2 Treatment of SA :-
The mean value of fruit per plant in 0.01% treated population of NP46A 
was 9.4 while in 0.1% it was 3.2 per plant (Table 7). 
In a variety X235 the number of fruit per plant was 10.6 in 0.0 l%o treatment 
and 1.4 in 0.08% treatment of SA (Table 7). 
6.6 Size of fruits : -
The size of fruits w ere measured in cm. in both the varieties treated with 
different concentrations of MMS and SA. The data are pro\ided in tables 8 & 9. 
6.6.1 Treatment of MMS -
In control of \ariet\ XP46A. the average size of fruit was 7.46 cm. In 0.01% 
treatment, mean \alue of fruit length was 7.21 cm. while in 0.1% treatment it was 
5.27 cm. (Table 8 Plate 5). 
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In a variety X235,the average size of fruit in control was 2.6 cm. The size of 
fruit decreased with increasing concentration of the mutagen (Table 8 Plate 5). 
6.6.2 Treatment of SA :-
In a \ariety NP46A, the mean values of fruit size in control as well as in 
treated population was recorded and presented in table 9, plate 5. 
In a variety X235, the average size of fruit was 2.49 cm. in the lowest 
concentration and 0.92 cm. in highest concentration used (Table 9, Plate 5). 
6.7 Diameter of fruit: 
The diameter of fruits was measured in cm. in control as well as treated 
populations of vars. NP46A and X235 of Capsicum annuwn L. and data are 
provided in tables 10,11. 
6.7.1 Treatment of MMS :-
The average of diameter of fruits in control of var. NP46A was 0.71 cm.. 
The average diameter of fruits in lo\N'est concentration was 0.68 cm. which was 
reduced to 0.48 cm. in 0.1% treated population (Table 10). 
In a variety of X235. the a\erage diameter of fruit was 0.77 cm in 0.01% 
treatment while it was 0.43 cm. in 0.09% concentration of MMS (Table 10). 
6.7.2 Treatment of SA :-
In control plants of var. NP46A. the average diameter of fruit was 0.78 cm.. 
In treated population the diameter of fruits showed gradual reduction with 
increasing concentration of the mutagen (Table 11). 
In variety X235, the a\erage diameter of fruit in 0.01% treatment was 0.69 
cm., the diameter of fruits reduced gradually with increasing concentration 
(Table 11). 
6.8 Number of seeds per fruit :-
The mean value of no. of seeds per fruit was determined in control as 
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well as treated populations of both the varieties and data are provided in 
(Tables 12 and 13). 
6.8.1 Treatment of MMS :-
The average no. of seed per fruit in control of var. NP46A was 26.80. The 
maximum no. of seeds per fruit was recorded in 0.01% treatment of MMS. The 
no. of seeds per fruit was decreased in the higher concentration (Table 12). 
In variety X235, maximum number of seeds per fruit was found in control. 
Here also the higher concentration of MMS had reducing effect on the no. of seed 
per fruit. The average number of seeds per fruit was minimum in the population 
treated with 0.1% concentration of MMS (Table 12). 
6.8.2 Treatment with SA :-
In \'ariet\' NP46A. the mean \alue of number of seeds per fruit was 24.00 in 
0.01%) treatment and 9.73 in 0.1°'o treatment of SA (Table 13). 
In \'ariety X235, mean \alue of number of seeds per fruit was 28.17 in 
0.01% treatment and 12.5 in 0.08% treatment of SA (Table 13). 
6.9 Selection of variants :-
The variants in both the \ arieties of Capsicum anmnmi L. were isolated in 
Mj. generation treated with various concentration of MMS and SA. The basis of 
selection was variation in the height or \ield character of plants in comparison to 
control. Some of the plants which did not set the flowers or fruits in M seneration 
\Nere also found in both the \arieties. treated with either MMS or SA. 
6.9.1 Variants in MMS treated population ;-
The three variants were isolated from the var. NP46A treated with MMS on 
the basis of height of plant fruit setting in comparison to control. In these variants 
the flower setting had started 45 da\s earlier than control plants. The mean \alue 
0} morphological characters of isolated \ariants are presented in table 14. The 
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fruiis were set and matured earlier even before the fruit setting started in control 
plants (Plate 6). 
In \ariety X235 the variant were isolated from M, plants. The variant 
number I w as dwarf plant which bore more fruits (high yielding) in comparison to 
control (Plate 7, Fig. 1). In this variant flowering started 40 da>s earlier than 
control and the fruhs matured earlier than the fi-uits setting started in control plants. 
The mean \alue of morphological characters of variants are presented in 
table 14, plate 7, fig. 1. 
The \ariants number II and III found in variet\ X235 showed height less 
than the control but these \ariants showed high pollen sterilit\. These plant 
flowered normall\ but did not set the fruits (Table 14. Plate 7. Figs. 2. 3). 
6.9.2 Variants in SA treated population :-
Six \ariants were isolated from Capsicum aimuum \ariet\ NP46A treated 
w ith SA. These variants I. II and III were longer in height and fruit setting was also 
more than the control plants. The budding started 50 da\'s earlier than the control. 
The fruits matured e\ en before the fruit setting started in control plants. The mean 
values of morphological characters of these variant is presented in table 15, plate 
8a, figs. 1,2.3. 
The \ ariant W w as dw arf in size, but the number of fruits w as more than the 
control or e\ en other high \ ielding \ ariants. The size of fruit w as less but number 
of seeds per fruit was more than the control. The data is presented in table 15, 
plate 8b, fig. 4. 
The \ariants \ ' and \T of \ar. NP46A, showed reduced height in 
comparison to control. The plant was highly pollen sterile and did not set the 
fruit e\ en though it flow er normalh. The mean \ alues of morphological character 
is presented in table 15. plate 8b. Figs. 5. 6. 
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In a var. X235, \ariant 1 and II showed reduced height in comparison to 
control. The\ were also high)}' pollen sterile. These plant bore the flower but did 
not set the fruits. The mean values of morphological features are presented in table 
15, plate 9, figs. 1,2. 
6.10 Meiotic Studies :-
To estimate the potency of mutagens and the mutation response of a 
genotype, the chromosomal beha\'iour with respect to meiosis is considered to 
be one of the most reliable indices. Induction of structural rearrangement in 
chromosome is one of the important ways of achieving genetic variability. 
The present in\estigation deals with the study on the type of chromosomal 
beha\iour, clii-omosomal abnomialities and their fi-equencies in different treatments. 
A comparati\e stud}- on the effect of different mutagens (MMS and SA) with 
respect to chilli (Capsicum mmmiiu L.) has been carried out. 
The parameters of meiotic studies such as chiasma frequencies at diakinesis 
and metaphase 1. pairing behaviour of chromosomes and meiotic abnormalities 
like stickiness of chromosomes, cytomixis, bridges, fragments, laggards, unequal 
distribution, trinucleate and multinucleate condition etc. at different stages of 
microsporogenesis ha\'e been studied. 
Chilli [Capsicum ammum L.) has twelve bivalants (2n = 24), at diakinesis 
and mataphase I. The anaphase I was normal with the regular separation of 12 
chromosomes at either poles. Telophase 1 was also normal. The treated plants 
exhibited variable frequencies of abnormalities at different stages of meiosis. 
6.10.1 Treatment of MMS :-
6.10.1.1 Prophase I :-
Chiasma frequency is a constant and genetically controlled character 
which does not var\ much unless the plants are subjected to anv change b\ 
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mutagen or environment. The chiasma frequnecy per cell in control plants of 
Capsicum anmmm var. NP46A was 23.7. In treatment it decreased from 23.4 to 
19.6 in 0.01% to 0.1% of MMS. The chiasma frequency per bivalent in control 
was 1.98. In general the increasing concentration of MMS showed the decreasing 
effect on chiasma frequenc>' per bivalent. The minimum value was 1.63 in 0.01% 
treatment. The frequenc)'ofuni\alents increased from 0.3 to 1.2 in0.02%to0.1% 
treatment. It showed increasing trend with increasing concentration (Table 16a). 
C\l:omixis was observed in all treatments of MMS. The minimum frequency 
of CNtomixis \\"as recorded in lowest concentration and there was gradual increase 
in frequenc)- of cytomixis along with increasing concentration of chemical. In 
0.1% MMS, 8.01% of PMCs showed c)^omixis (Table 16a, Plate 10, Fig. 2). 
In control plants of Capsicum anuuum var. X235, the chiasma frequency 
per cell and per bi\alent 23.6 and per bivalent was 1.97 respectively at diakinesis. 
In treated populations the chiasma frequency per cell decreased from 23.1 to 
20.00 in 0.01% to 0.1% concentration of MMS respectively while chiasma 
frequenc\ per bi\alent decreased from 1.93 to 1.67 in 0.01% to 0.1% 
respectively. The chiasma frequency per cell and per bivalent at diakinesis showed 
negati\e trend with increasing concentration of MMS (Table 17a). The percentage 
of uni\alents per cell increased from 0.2 to 2.0 in 0.02% to 0.1% treatment 
respecti\"el\-. 
Cytomixis was maximum at highest concentration and minimum at lowest 
concentration of treatment (Table 17a). 
6.10,1.2 Metaphase 1 :-
The chiasma frequency per cell in control plants of Capsicum 
cmuuum \m\ XP46A at Metaphase 1 was 23.1 while per bixalent it was 1.93. The 
chiasma frequency per cell and per bi\alent in treated populations showed 
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decreasing trend with increasing concentrations of methyl methane sulphonate 
(MMS). The chiasma frequency per cell decreased from 22.9 to 18.9 in 0.01% to 
0.1 % treatment (Table 16a). The OccuiTence of univalents was more at metaphase 
I in comparison to diakinesis. It was maximum 1.9 at 0.1% treatment (Table 16a). 
Other abnormalities such as stickiness, precocious separation of 
chromosomes and cytomixis showed decreasing trend with increasing 
concentrations. The chromosomes at metaphase I were clumped (Plate 10. Figs. 
3.4. 5) and found towards one side of the cell (Plate 10, Fig. 6). In 0.1% treatment 
30.07% of the cells at metaphase I showed the clumping of chromosomes (Table 
16a, Plate 10, Fig. 7). Precocious separation and cytomixis were absent in 0.01% 
while both these abnormalities were recorded in 0.02% and higher concentrations. 
The increase in concentrations of the chemical revealed the increase in occuiTance 
of these abnormalities. The highest concentration showed the maximum 
percentage of cells showing precocious separation of chromosomes and 
c}lomixis (Table 16a). 
In Capcicum ammum var. X235, (control) the chiasma frequenc\ per cell 
at metaphase I was 22.9, which decreased from 22.4 to 19.4' from lowest to 
highest concentrations. Chiasma frequency per bivalent at metaphase I in control 
was 1.91. It also showed decreasing trend from lower to higher conncentrations. 
The univalent per cell increased from 0.01% to 0.1% treatment in var. X235. 
Stickiness, precocious separation & c>1;omixis were observed at metaphase 
I in treated populations (Plate 11 Figs. 2-6). All these abnormalities were found in 
maximum frequencies at highest concentration of treatment. Stickiness and 
precocious separation was minimum at lowest concentration (Table 17a). 
6.10.1.3 Anaphase I:-
The control plants of Capsicum ammum var. NP46A showed 12:12 
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distribution of chromosomes at anaphase 1. In treated materials at anaphase I 
bridges (Plate 10, Fig. 8). laggards (Plate 10, Figs. 9, 10, 11) and unequal 
distribution of chromosomes. However, at lower concentration (ie 0.01% - 0.03%) 
bridges were not found while in 0.1% treatment of MMS 3.67% of the pollen 
mother cells showed bridges. The percentage of laggards increased with 
increasing concentration of MMS and it was maximum in 0.1% concentration. 
The frequency of unequal distribution of chromosomes increased from 2.39% in 
0.01 % to 6.09% in 0.1 % treatments (Table 16b). 
In treated populations of Capsicum amntmn var. X235, the bridges, 
laggards unequal distribution of chromosmes were found in different frequencies 
at anaphase I (Plate 11, Figs. 7, 8, 9). These abnormalities were not found in 
lo\\ est concentration used. The percentage of cells showing bridges, laggards and 
unequal separation of chromosomes at anaphase 1 is presented in (Table 17b). 
6.10.1.4 Telophase I :-
The treated populations of Capsicum annuum var. NP46A. showed 
laggards and cytomixis at telophase L The percentage of cells showing laggards 
and cxtomixis at telophase I was calculated and found that percentage of the cells 
showing these abnormalities increased with the increasing concentration of the 
chemical (Table 16b). 
The treated populations of Capsicum annuum var. X235, also showed the 
various t>pes of abnormalities at telophase I such as laggards & CNtomixis. 
Laggards were not recorded in population treated with 0.01% concentration. The 
percentage of laggard and the frequency of cytomixis increased with increasing 
concentration of the chemical (Table 17b). 
6.10.1.5 Metaphase II :-
In Capsicum amnium \ar, XP46A. the PMCs at metaphase II showed 
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disorientation of chromosomes in all concentrations of mutagen. The frequency 
of disorientation of chromosomes \\as \ariable. In highest concentration of chemical 
used, 13.70% of cells showed dis-orientation of chromosomes at metaphase II 
(Table 16b). 
In Capsicum annuum var. X235, PMCs at metaphsae II showed 
disorientation of chromosomes only in treated populations only. The frequency 
of disorientation increased with increase in concentration of treatment. The 
disorientation was found in 3.85% and 12.26% of the PMCs in 0.01% and 0.1% 
treatment (Table 17b). 
6.10.1.6 Anaphase II:-
Anaphase II was normal in control plants of Capsicum annuum var. 
\P46A. Bridges w ith or without fragments were found in the populations treated 
with the various concentrations of MMS (Plate 10, Fig. 13). However, in low 
concentrations 0.01%-0.03%. bridges were not recorded. At 0.1% of the 
chemical maximum 2.96% of the cells showed chromatin bridge (Table 16b). 
In highest concentration of chemical 6.18%) of the PMCs showed laggards 
(Table 16b). 
In Capsicum annuum var. X235, chromatin bridges and lagging 
chromosomes (Plate 11. Fig. 11) were observed at anaphase 11. However, in 
0.01°'o of MMS chromatin bridges and laggards were not recorded. These 
abnormalities were maximum at highest concentrations of the chemical 
(Table 17b). 
6.10.1.7 Telophase II :-
In Capsicum annuum var. NP46A, (Control) telophase II was 
normal & four nuclei were formed regularly. The treated population of NP46A 
show ed trinucleate and multinucleate condition at telophase II (Plate 10. Fie 14). 
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Micronuclei were also recorded at telophase II. The frequency of micronuclei and 
percentage of PMCs showing multinucleate condition were recorded and 
presented in table 16b. 
In Capsicum annuum var. X235, micronuclei and multinucleate cells were 
observed at telophase II in treated populations (Plate 11, Figs. 12, 13. 14). 
However, these abnormalities were absent in 0.01% treatment. The frequency of 
cells showing micronuclei and multinucleate condition at telophase II were found 
to increase with increasing concentrations of the mutagen and these abnormalities 
were found at maximum percentage in highest concentrations of chemical used. 
The positive correlation of these abnormalities was found with increasing 
concentrations of the mutagen (Table 17b). 
6.10.1.8 Frequency of PMCs showing abnormalities :-
The total percentage of cells showing \arious abnormalities in two 
varieties of Capsicum ammum (i.e. NP46A and X235) treated with different 
concentrations of MMS and SA was recorded in tables 16b and 17b. 
6.10.2 Treatment of SA ;-
Meiosis I was normal in Capsicum annuum L var. NP46A 
sho^ •^ing 12 II at metaphase I and 12:12 distribution of chromosomes towards 
the poles at anaphase I. Meiosis II was also normal. In case of sodium azide 
treatment, the different types of meiotic abnormalities were observed which 
are mentioned below. 
6.10.2.1 Prophase 1 :-
The chiasma frequenc} per cell and bi\alent at diakinesis in 
Capsicum annuum L. NP46A showed negative correlation with increase in 
concentrations of mutagen. The chiasma frequency per cell decreased from 23.3 
to 16.8 in 0.01% to 0.1% treatment respectively. Chiasma frequency per bivalent 
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decreased from 1.94 to 1.40 in 0.01% to 0.1% treatment respectively. The 
univalents ranged fiom 0.40 to 1.80 per cell in 0.02% and 0.1% treatment. 
Unixalents were not observed at .01 % treatment (Table 18a). 
The frequency of cytomixis was minimum (2.16%) in the lowest 
concentrations used (i.e. 0.01%)). The obsevations indicated that the frequency 
of pollen mother cells showing c}'tomixis increased with increase in concentrations 
of SA. Frequency of cytomixis showed positive correlation with increasing 
concentrations of sodium azide (Table 18a, Plate 12, Fig. 3). 
In Capsicum annuwn L. van X235, chiasma frequency per cell decreased 
from 22.2 to 16.5 with increasing concentrations of SA. Chiasma frequenc\- per 
bivalent also decreased from 1.85 to 1.38 in .01%) to 0.1% concentration respecti\ely. 
The frequency of univalents showed increasing trend with increasing 
concentration and was maximum (2.4%o) in 0.1%o treatment. The effect of SA 
was more adverse on var. X235 in comparison to NP46A. C>tomixis showed 
positive coiTelation with increasing concentrations of S A. It was maximum (9.28%o) 
in highest concentrations of mutagen (Table 19a, Plate 13. Fig. 3). 
6.10.2.2 Metaphase 1 :-
In Capsicum anuuum L. var. NP46A, the frequency of chiasma per 
cell and per bi\alenl was found to decrease with increasing concentrations of 
mutagen. The chiasma frequency per cell decreased from 22.3 to 16.1 in 0.1%o to 
0.1 % concentration respectively and the chiasma frequenc}' per bivalent decreased 
from 1.86 to 1.34 in 0.01% to 0.1% SA respectively (Table 18a). The percentage 
of uni\alents was more at metaphase I in comparison to diakinesis. It was 
maximum 2.5 in 0.\% treatment. The SA was more effective than MMS on 
genot}pe of \ar. NP46A as more univalents were recorded at metaphase II in SA 
treatment than MMS (Table 18a). The treated population show ed \arious t>pes of 
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abnomialities such as stickiness, precocious separation and cytomixis at metaphase 
I (Plate 12, Figs. 4, 5). All these abnormalities showed positive correlation with 
increasing concentrations of mutagen. The maximum 28.73% of cells showed 
stickiness in 0.1% of SA. The frequency of cells showing precocious separation 
increased from 1.14% to 7.09 % in 0.01 % to 0.1 % treatment respectively. C>tomixis 
was not observed in the populations treated with 0.01% SA (Table 18a). 
In Capsicum annuum \ar. X235, the chiasma frequency per cell and per 
bi\alent was maximum in the populations treated with 0.01% concentration and it 
was minimum in the population treated with 0.1% concentration. Chiasma 
frequency per cell and per bi\alent decreased with increasing concentrations of 
mutagen (Table 19a). The uni\'alents were more at metaphase I (Table 19a). 
Stickiness (Plate 13, Figs. 5.6) precocious separation and cuomixis (Plate 
13. Fig. 7) were observed at metaphase I. In 0.01% treatment the stickiness was 
found in 4.33% of pollen mother cells. The maximum cells showing stickiness 
(28.69%) was recorded in 0.1% concentration. The cells showing precocious 
separation of chromosomes at metaphase I increased with increasing concentrations 
of SA. Cytomixis was recorded at metaphase 1 in all the concentrations except in 
0.01/0. It was found that increasing concentration of the chemical had positive 
effect on the occurrence of cytomixis. The maximum cells showing CNlomixis 
(6.09%) was found at the highest concentration used (Table 19a). 
6.10.2.3 Anaphase I :-
The bridges, laggards and unequal distribution of chromosomes were 
obserxed at anaphase I in treated populations of Capsicum annuum var. NP46A 
(Plate 12, Figs 6-12). The bridges were not recorded at the lower concentration of 
chemical. At the highest concentration, the bridges were obser\ed in 5.22% of the 
pollen mother cells (Table 18a). The unequal separation of chromosomes was not 
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observed at 0.01% of treatment. Both of these abnormaHties were minimum at 
0.02% and maximum at 0.1 % treatment of mutagen (Table 18a). 
In Capsicum anuuum L. var. X235, bridges and laggards were not 
observed at anaphase 1 in population treated with 0.01% concentration. However, 
laggards and chromatin bridges were recorded in rest of the treatments (Plate 13, 
Figs. 8, 9). It was found that increasing concentration of chemical had increasing 
effect on the occuiTcnce of bridges and laggards. The maximum number of cells 
(i.e. 6.67%)) showed chromation bridges at anaphase I in 0.1% treated population. 
The lasaard were recorded in 11.30% of cells treated with 0.1 %o of sodium azide. 
The unequal separation of chromosomes was increasing with increasing 
concentration of the chemical (Table 19b). 
6.10.2.4 Telophase I :-
The treated population of Capsicum ammum L. NP46A. showed 
laggard (Plate 12, Fig. 13) and cytomixis at telophase L The frequency of laggard 
was minimum (2.14%) at 0.01% and maximum (11.19%) at 0.1%o treatment. The 
cNiomixis \\ as not obserx ed at 0.01 % of treatment. This abnomialit}' was minimum 
at 0.02%) treatment of mutagen (Table 18b). 
In Capsicum annuum L. var. X235, the cytomixis was not obser\ed at 
0.01" 0 concentration but both these abnormalities were found to increase w ith the 
increasing concentration of the chemical used laggards were also found to 
increase w ith increasing concentration. At 0.1 % of chemical 13.91 % of the pollen 
mother cells showed lagging chromosomes (Table 19b). 
6.10.2.5 Metaphase II :-
In Capsicum anuuum L. XP46A. disorientation of chromosomes 
w as obser\ ed at metaphase II in treated populations. Their frequencv ranaed from 
1.59% to 10.82% in 0.02% to 0.01% treatment respectively. Disorientation of 
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chromosomes was not observed in 0.01% of chemical used (Table 18b). 
In Capsicum ammum L. var. X235, the phenomenon of disorientation of 
chromosomes at metaphase II was observed in treated populations. This 
abiiormalit} was gradually increased with increasing concentration of the 
chemical. The maximum abnormality was found in 0.1% treatment (Table 19b). 
6.10.2.6 Anaphase II :-
The maximum frequency of bridges (4.48%o) was found in 0.1%o 
treatment of SA. Laggards at anaphase II were observed in 0.02%o to 0.1 %o 
treatment (Table 18b). 
In Capsicum annuum var. X235, bridges were found at anaphase II in all 
the concentration of SA except 0.01%. The increasing concentration of SA had 
increasing effect on the occurrence of bridges and laggards (Plate 13, Figs 10. 11). 
In 0.02% SA treatment. 1.97% of PMCs showed bridge formation at anaphase II. 
The highest concentration of SA showed the maximum percent of PMCs with 
bridges and laggards (Table 19b). 
6.10.2.7 Telophase II :-
In Capsicum annuum var. NP46A, the frequency of micronuclei 
at telophase II increased from 2.38% at 0.01%o to 10.45% in 0.1% treatment. 
\\hUe the percentage of multinucleate cells increased from 2.70%o to 7.09% 
(Table 18b. Plate 12. Figs. 14, 15). Multinucleate cells were not observed in 
0.01% treatment (Table 18b). 
In Capsicum annuum var. X235. micronuclei and multinuclei were 
ovbserved at telophase II. In 0.01% treatment. 2.14%) of the PMCs showed 
micronuclei. The increasing concentration of SA had increasing effect on 
the occurrence of micronuclei at telophase II (Plate 13, Figs. 12-15). The 
increasing concentration of SA had increasing effect on the formation of 
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micronuclei and multinuclei (Table 19b). 
6.10.2.8 Frequency of PMCs showing abnormalities :-
The percentage of cells showing various types of abnormalities in 
different treatment has been recorded and presented in tables 18b, 19b. The 
observations indicated that in lowest concentration of SA only 4.94% of PMCs 
from var. NP46A showed abnormalities. The increasing concentration of SA had 
positive effect on occurrence of cells showing abnormalities. In highest 
concentration of SA (i.e 0.1%) the cells showing abnomialties in the var. X235 
were also maximum (i.e. 40.59%) among all the treatment on both the varieties. 
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CHAPTER-VII 
DISCUSSION 
The present discussion is mainly confined to the effects of different 
concentrations of chemical mutagens (MMS & SA) on seed gennination, seedling 
growth, plant morphology, pollen fertility and meiotic behaviour of Capsicum 
ammum vars. NP46A and X235. The probable reasons and explanations regarding 
the mutagenic effects have been discussed. 
The sensitivity of any biological system to a particular mutagenic treatment 
depends on various factors such as :-
1. Chemical properties of mutagen 
2. Properties of biological system 
3. Temperature 
4. Duration of treatment 
5. Hydrogen ion concentration 
6. Pre-post treatment conditions. 
7.1 Seed germination :-
The test of gennination is an important parameter to estimate the induced 
effect of mutagen on metabolism resumed after a period of dormancy. Generallv a 
gradual decrease in percent gennination with increasing concentrations of mutagens 
has been obser\ed. The reduced germination due to inhibitory effects of chemical 
mutagen in the present investigation in Capsicum ammum has also been reported 
b\ \^nkates\varlu et ai. 1978 in pigeon pea ; Reddy and Rao 1981,1982a, 1982b 
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in Capsicum annuum ; Prakash el al., 1988 in Capsicum annuum ; Khan and 
Siddiqui 1987, in mungbean ; Jayabalan and Rao 1987, in Lycopersicon escuJenlum 
L. ; Lakshmi et al., 1988 in chilli ; Ignacimuthu and Babu 1988, in Urd and 
mungbean ; Srivastava et al., 1989 in sugarcane ; Jain and Agrawal 1993, in 
Trigonella foenum-graecum ; Kumar et al., 1993. in faba bean ; Ansari and 
Siddiqui 1995, in Awmi majus L. : Anis and Wani 1997, in Trigonella foemun-
gvaecum and Mitra and Bhowmik 1998, in Nigella sativa L. 
Several workers have attempted to explain the causes responsible for 
inhibition of seed gemiination. Griffiths and Johnson (1962) and Srivastava (1979) 
considered that reduction in germination percentage was due to weakening and 
disturbances of growth process resulted in earh' elimination of seedings. Gorden 
(1967) considered that reduction in germination and sur\ivality in mutagen treated 
plants has been due to different factors including delay and/or inhibition of 
metabolic activity of physiological and biochemical processes essential for seed 
germination, which may include the enzyme activity, hormonal imbalance, 
inhibition of mitosis and a change in the balance of grouth regulators. Krishna et 
al., (1984) considered that the inhibiton of germination is the immediate effects of 
mutagens on seeds, the extent depanding on the type and dose of mutagen used. 
The inhibition ma\' also be due to the interaction between the mutagen and the seed 
cell system. The imbibed mutagen in the cell may imbalance the cell system and 
inhibit the nomial metabolic activity. 
It has been obser\'ed that mutagens, besides reducing the percentage of seed 
gemiination. ha\e also caused a remarkable dela\- in the initiation of seed germina-
tion. The delayed gemiination as obser\'ed in present investigation has also been 
reported in otherplants following mutagenic treatment (Bajaj etal, 1970 in Phaseohis 
vulgaris ; Pearson et al.. 1973 in barley and Rao. 1983 in Pearl millet. 
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Delayed seed germination may be attributed to the depression in the rate of 
mitotic proliferations (Favret, 1963). The denatured DNA. after sometimes may be 
repaired resulting in the activation of biological process involved in germination, 
thus germination may be delayed (Hutterman etai, 1978). 
7.2 Seedling Growth and height of Mature plants :-
Generally lo\Ner concentration of mutagen sho\\ed enhancing effect on the 
height of plants in both the varieties of Capsicum anmium but higher concentration 
showed decreasing effect on the height. 
Reduced seedling growth and height of plants due to mutagenic treatments 
have been observed b\ many workers in Capsicum ammwii and in other plants 
(Venkateswarlu et al.. (1978) in Pigeon pea ; Krishna et ah. (1984) in rhodes 
grass ; Ignacimuthu and Babu (1988) inUrdandmungbean ; Aandana andDubey 
(1988) and Kumar et al.. (1993) in faba bean ; Ansari and Siddiqui (1995) in 
Ammimajus L. Arumugam eial. (1997) in barley and Mitra & Bhowmik (1998) 
in Nigella sativa. 
Gunckel (1957) is of the opinion that possible influence of phNtohormones 
and other physiological disturbances may be responsible for stunted plant groxNlh. 
Mha.ske (1971) is also of the opinion that the inhibhion of growth at higher doses 
of gamnia rays ma}' be due to ph\siological imbalances in plants. 
Gupta and Sunata (1967) expressed the view that auxin had a rapid turn 
o\er rate in metabolically acti\e tissues and that the auxin biosynthesis is ver}' 
sensitive to the ionizing radiation. Krishna et al., (1984) opined that the reduction 
in growth might be due to auxin destruction, changes in ascorbic acid content and 
physiological and biochemical disturbances. Chromosomal breakage during 
mitotic inhibition and inhibition of DN.A synthesis ha\e also been implicated as 
causes of reduced plant growth. Ansari and Siddiqui (1995) reported that injur\' 
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caused to the meristematic cells ma\- be responsible for reduction in growth. 
Arumugam et al, (1997) considered that reduction in seeding height in 
mutagenic treatment was generally due to physical changes such as inhibition of 
mitotic proliferation and variation in auxin level. However, reduction in seedling 
height may also occur due to chromosomal aberrations and breakage during 
mitotic divisions. 
In the present investigation slow growth has been noted. The facts remain 
that the chromosomes carrying various genes, responsible for the life processes 
and expressions are one of the most sensiti\e elements and damage to an\- part of 
these vital and tiny elements are bound to go a long way to bring about \arious 
physiological and metabolic disorders which in turn will bring about several 
morphological and growth abnomialities in the plant or plant organs. Therefore, it 
is concluded that the chromosome and gene mutations are the causes of reduced 
germination and growth of seedlings and mature plants but the physiological 
reason as given by Gunckel (1957) may not be completely ruled out. 
In the present obserx ation sometimes lower concentrations have been found 
to enhance the seedling growth. The similar result was also obser\'ed b\' Krishna et 
ai. (] 984) in rhodes grass. They reported that the stimulation of growth obser\ed 
at low er doses might be caused h\ elevated auxin levels. 
7.3 Pollen size and fertility :-
Generally, the pollen size and fertility decreased with increasing concentra-
tions of both the chemical mutagens (MMS and SA). Pollen sterilit}- increased 
with increase in dose of mutagen as observed by Katiyar (1978) in Capsicum 
anninim., Reddy and Rao 1981 in Capsicum amnmm, Krishna et a!.. (1984) in 
rhodes grass. Kumar and Rao (1985) in Capsicum frutesceuce, Athma and Reddi 
(1986) in Castor. Ja\abalan and Rao (1987) in Lycopersicon esculentum L. Prakash 
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et ai, (1988) in chilli ; Ignacimuthu and Babu (1988) in Urd and mungbean, 
Ignacimuthu and Sakthivel (1989) in Vigna radiata ; Zeerak (1992) in tomato, 
Ansari and Siddiqui (1995) in Ammi majus and Mitra & Bhowmik (1988) in 
Nigella sativa. 
Das (1957) while working with x-rays on barley stressed that in addition to 
chromosome abeiTations, some genie and physiological changes might also cause 
sterility. Goul (1964) suggested that interchanges played an important role in the 
induction of sterility. It might be treated as a more reliable index of chromosomal 
mutation than the detection of interchange multiples during meiosis. Ramanna (1974) 
reported that any deviation from the normal course of kaiyokinesis or cytokinesis 
could form aberrant pollen. 
According to Reddi (1977). sterility is the result of the interchange of 
segments between non homologous chromosomes. Crispi et al., (1987) reported 
that pollen sterilit)- in barley might be caused by the environmental interaction with 
deleterious, homozygous recessive minor genes. The increase in pollen sterilit}' in 
pea treated with chemical mutagen (DES) was considered to be brought about by 
three non-allelic "nos" genes which caused the degeneration of the PMCs either 
on attaining genetic autonom} or after separating out from one another (Nimiala 
and Kaul. 1991). Myers et al. (1992) reported that degeneration of tapetum. which 
ser\es as a nurse tissue to sporogenous cells, might be the reason for increased 
pollen sterility in pea. Further Kaul & Nirmala (1993) observed that dys-synapsis 
at meiosis may be the main cause for the male sterility in pea. 
Many researchers (Sinha and Godward. 1972 : Krishna et al., 1984 : Datta 
and Bisuas. 1981: Kaul, 1990: Zeerak, 1992 : Pagliarini et al., 1992 and Consolaro 
et al.. 1996) consider that the meiotic abnormalities may be responsible for pollen 
sterility because meiosis is more prone to any conceivable type of disturbances 
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X^/u - - ^ !J (Darlington, 1937 ; Swanson, 1957). Rfel%2andaRg^^82) found that the 
presence of laggards, stickiness, univalents and micronuclei were closely 
associated with sterility. Jayabalan and Rao (1987) considered that the pollen 
sterility which was proportional to dosage, might be cumulative effects of various 
abnormal meiotic stages observed together with some physiological and genetic 
damages induced by breakage of chromosomes. It may therefore, be assumed 
that in the chemically treated population of Capsicum annuum, cytological 
(reduced chiasma frequency, laggards, stickiness, bridges etc.) and physiological 
causes were responsible for the sterility of pollen grains. 
7.4 Yield :-
In the present investigations generally, the yield decreased with increase in 
concentrations of mutagens (MMS and SA). The decrease in yield as observed in 
the present experiment was also observed by Amar and Farah (1976), Reddy and 
Rao (1981, 1982a, 1982b), Lakshmi et ai, (1988), Vandana and Dubey (1988) 
Prakash et ai, (1988) and Kumar etal., (1993) by different mutagenic treatments. 
Temple (1990) observed the reduction in yield in Lycopersicon esculantum treated 
with ozone. 
As the pollen sterility was directly proportional to the administered doses/ 
concentrations of mutagens, it can further be presumed that the mutagenic 
treatment probably affected both the male and female gametophytes more or less 
similarly. However, pollen sterility appeared to be more responsible for decrease 
in yield because the yield decreased under conditions of high pollen sterility (Lakshmi 
et al, 1988). This effect may also be interpreted as due to detrimental mutations, 
which are supposed to occur more frequently than favourable ones (Khawankar, 
1974). Singh and Chowdhary (1972), suggested that various chromosomal 
abnormalities appeared to be related with lowered pollen fertility and ultimately 
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the seed set. Though there was general trend of decrease in yield but some 
positive mutants showing higher yield were isolated from treated population. 
7.5 Meiotic abnormalities :-
As a result of seed treatment with physical and chemical mutagens, the 
plants showed varying degrees of meiotic irregularities like reduction in chiasma 
frequency, univalents, multivalents, stickiness, precocious separation of 
chromosomes, laggards, bridges, C}tomixis, unequal size of nucleus, micronuclei 
and multinucleate conditions etc. The frequency of abnormalities induced by the 
mutagenic treatments was higher in meiosis I than meiosis II. 
7.5.1 Chiasma Frequency :-
Chiasma formation characterises the pairing of homologous chromosomes 
at meiosis and controls the degree of recombination besides influencing the 
fertility. In the present in\estigation. generally a decreasing trend of chiasma 
frequency per cell and per bi\alent was observed with increasing concentration of 
mutagens in varieties NP46A and X235. 
Reduction in chiasma frequency following mutagenic treatment was also 
observed in some plants such as Sorghum (Sree Ramulu, 1971); Phaseolus (Sinha 
and Roy, 1976); Pearl millet (Singh et ah, 1977 ; Lai and Srinivasacher, 1979); 
Helianthus annus (Al-Allaf and Godward. 1979) ; Capsicum annuum 
(Sadanandam and Subhash, 1984 ; Kumar and Rao 1985 ; Lakshmi et al., 1988 : 
Prakash et al., 1988); Lentil (Reddy and Annadurai, 1992); and Faba bean (Khan 
et al.., 1998). Reduction in chiasma frequency due to primary action of mutam 
genes was also observed by Gottschalk and Pietrini (1965). 
Sadanandam and Subhash (1984) attributed the reduction in chiasma 
frequency to the nature and potency of mutagens and also to the underlying 
factors such as complex structural changes or the chanae in the nature of o, lene 
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responsible for chiasma formation. It might also be attributed to the failure of 
complete pairing. 
Lawrence (1961) working with LoUum and Tradescantia concluded that 
decrease in chiasma frequency following mutagenic treatments might possibh' 
occur at two stages, viz. during DNA synthesis and sensitive period at/or slight!}' 
before the stages of chiasma formation. In the former case the decrease in the 
frequency of chiasmata may be due to the disturbance in chromosome coiling, 
failure or restricted pairing at pachytene and the delay in DNA synthesis, while in 
the later it ma)' be affecting the process leading to chiasma formation. 
The alteration of chiasmata in the treated plants might also be due to rapid 
terminalization of chiasmata in the bivalents (Gottschalk and Pietrini,1965). They 
suggested that the genome of Pisum contains several groups of different genes or 
one or se\-eral series of multiple allelles causing reduction of chiasmata frequenc\' 
in a recessive condition. 
Jain and Basak (1965), reported that mutagenic treatments induced univalent 
fomiation thi'ough cnptic structural changes in some of the chromosomes which 
restricted the pairing and in this way reduced the chiasma frequency. 
As the chiasma frequency decreased, the rod bivalent and univalents 
increased simultaneously in Capsicum anmmm. In this regard Lakshmi et al. 
(1988) and Reddy and Annadurai (1992) opined that the mutagens affect normal 
pairing of chromosomes. Reduced chiasma was found to be a factor for causing 
desynapsis in Tradescantia (Celarier, 1955), but it was difficult for him to 
comprehend whether chiasma failure was due to desynapsis or desynapsis was 
the cause of reduction of chiasma frequency. 
7.5.2 Univalents :-
lJni\'alents were observed in both the \arieties treated with MMS & SA. 
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The frequency of univalents was more in SA treatment in comparison to MMS in 
both the varieties. The frequency of univalents was increasing with increasing 
concentration of mutagen. 
The univalents have been noticed by many workers in various plants treated 
with mutagens (Sree Ramulu, 1971 in Sorghum ; Kalloo, 1972 in Pisum ; Rao et al., 
1990 in Pearl millet; Zeerak, 1992 in tomato ; Ahmad, 1993 in chickpea ; Kaul 
and Nirmala, 1993 in Pisiwi sativum ; Kliare, 1994 mAdiatum). 
The univalents at metaphase I were lateron found as laggards at anaphase I 
and telophase 1 stages. Occurrence of univalents indicated the nonpairing or early 
separation of chromosomes at the early or late stage of meiotic division 
respectively (Kalloo. 1972). Mutagen induced structural changes in chromosomes 
and gene mutation might be responsible for the failure of pairing among 
homologous chromosomes and hence the presence of univalents (Zeerak 1992). 
Univalents have also been reported to occur due to asynapsis or desynapsis. 
Where univalency is complete, asynapsis is presumed where it is partial desynapsis 
is inferred (Kaul & Nirmala, 1993). OccuiTence of univalents at diakinesis and 
metaphase I might be explained on the basis of lack of chiasma formation or its 
early tenninalization respectively (Dixit and Dubey, 1986). 
7.5.3 Stickiness :-
The frequency of stickiness in the present investigation increased with 
increasing doses/concentration of mutagens. Stickiness of chromosomes at 
diakinesis and metaphase I affecting adversely the normal disjunction of 
chromosomes at anaphase I has been reported by number of workers (Kativar. 
1978 ; Al-Najjar and Soliman. 1982; Reddy and Rao, 1982a ; Shehab et al. 
1984 ; Kaur and Grover 1985 ; Jayabalan and Rao. 1987 ; Prakash et al, 1988 : 
Jain and Sarbhoy, 1987 : Amer and Farah, 1987: Lakshmi ero/., 1988 ;Raaab and 
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Rahem, 1989 ; Das and Roy, 1989 ; Myers et al.. 1992 ; Zeerak, 1992 ; Ahmad, 
1993 ; Vandana, 1993 ; Anis and Wani, 1997 and Khan e/a/., 1998) 
Althrough the first report of chromosome stickiness was published at the 
begining of the centuaiy (Koemicke, 1905), the term stickiness was first employed 
b\- Beadle (1932) when he described the sticky aspect of chromosomes in maize 
cells that had suffered a mutation. 
Radiation induced chromosome stickiness have been reported to be the 
result of partial dissociation of the nucleoprotein and aheration in their pattern of 
organization (Evans, 1962 ; Shaikli and Godward, 1972 ; Katiyar. 1978 and Myers 
er al. ; 1992). Stickiness in Rosa was reported to be due to interspecific hybridisation 
and interaction of genotype and en\ironment (Klasterska and Natarajan, 1974). 
While Katiyar (1978). Rao and Laxmi (1980) and Jayabalan and Rao (1987) 
reported that stickiness at meiosis \\ as due to the disturbances in c)tochemical]y 
balanced reactions by the secondary effect of radiation and chemical mutagens. 
According to Mcgil et al., (1974) and Klasterska et al. (1976) the stickiness arises 
due to improper folding of chromosome fibers. It was reported to be the outcome 
of physiological effects in Jlnca rosea (Sudhakaran, 1972). He found that 
alteration in the surface property of chromosomes resulted in their stickiness, 
chromosome breakage and t>pes of aben-ations that pla\'ed role in inducing sterility. 
Goulden (1987) postulated that the stickiness may result from defective 
functioning of one or two types of specific non histone proteins involved in 
chromosome organisation which are needed for chromatid separation and 
segregation. The altered functioning of these proteins leading to stickiness is 
caused by mutation in structural genes coding for them (hereditan.' stickiness) or 
b\' the direct action of mutagens (induced stickiness). However, stickiness 
disap>pears gradually and the chromosomes indi\idualize through anaphase I. 
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Das and Roy (1989) observed stickiness or clumping of the chromosomes 
and reported that stickiness might be due to reduction of correctly polymerised 
nucleic acid on the chromosomes producing characteristic errors in spiralization 
which combined with superimposed excess of non-polymerised nucleic acid caused 
surface stickiness (Darlington & La Cour 1945 ; cf Evans 1962). 
In the present material, the stickiness might have resulted due to the 
disturbances in cytochemically balanced reaction by chemical mutagens or due to 
improper folding of chromosomal fibers. 
7.5.4 Precocious separation of chromosoiries :-
The precocious separation of chromosomes increased with increasing 
doses/concentrations of mutagen in present experiment. The precocious 
separation of chromosomes at metaphase I found in present case has been 
reporied by number of workers (Dixit and Dubey. 1986 ; Amer and Farah. 1987 : 
Somashekar, 1982 ; Das and Roy, 1989 : Anis and Wani, 1997 and Khan et al, 
1988). 
This chromosomal behaviour may be due to irregular spreading of 
chromosomes which may be attributed to the disturbances to spindle apparatus 
(Amer and Ali, 1974), crossing over between relatively inverted segments (Mc 
Climock, 1931) or the reunion of chromatids during meiotic prophase (Rees and 
Thompson, 1955; Lewis and John. 1966 : Newmann 1966). 
The univalents separating precociously seemed to be as a result of des)'napsis 
(Bose and Saha, 1970), precocious chiasmata temiinalization (Kaul and Nirmala, 
1993) or due to the failure of chiasma formation in pairs (Roy era/., 1971). Rao 
ei al.. (1990) opined that the gene for stickiness was responsible for precocious 
chiasma release in Pearl miller. Anis and Wani (1997) found that some of the 
uni\alents disjuncted early and presumabeK' this happened due to genie disturbances. 
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Such chromosomal behaviour in the form of precocious movement has pointed 
towards structural differences of homologous pairs. 
In the present case, the precocious separation of chromosomes might have 
resulted due to disturbed homology of chromosome pairing or disturbed spindle 
mechanism. 
7.5.5 Cytomixis:-
Cell to cell migration of chromatin is termed as cytomixis and this 
phenomenon was first recorded in the pollen mother cells of Crocus sativiis b\ 
Kornicke in 1901 (cf. Brown and Bertke, 1969) and later in Oenothera gigas and 
0. biennis (Gates 1911). 
In the present material the phenomenon of c)lomixis was observed at 
prophase I, metaphase I and telophase I. The percentage of c)tomixis was found 
to increase w ith increasing doses/concentration of mutagen in both the varieties at 
each stage. 
Cytomixis has been observed by se\eral \\'orkers in a good number of 
species (Cooper. 1952 : Sarvella. 1958; Takats. 1959 : Kamara, 1960 ; Tarkowska. 
1960, 1965 : Marechal. 1963 : Haslop-Harrison, 1966 ; Salesses, 1970 ; Bowes. 
1973 ; Sam>arkhina & Kuptsou, 1974 ; Omara. 1976 ; Bobak and Herich, 1978 ; 
Narain, 1979; Bedi et a!., 1985 ; Sapre et al., 1987 ; Salini & Bir, 1987 ; Basavaiah 
& Murthy. 1987 ; Sen & Bhattachaiya, 1988 ; Bahl & Tyagi. 1988 ; Chattaand Bir. 
1988 ; Gohil & Koul, 1989 ; Koul 1990). 
Cytomixis has been reported in cells undergoing premeiotic mitoses 
(de Nattan Court and Grant 1964) and at the onset of meiosis (Sapre, 1978), at 
meiotic prophase (Kihara and Lilienfeld 1934, Matsuura 1935, Bopp-Hassenkamp 
1959. Pradhan & Sen 1971. Chauhan 1981. Singh et a!.. 1981). at metaphase 1 
(Kamara 1960). at metaphase I and anaphase I (San ella 1958. Sapre and Deshpande 
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1986), during inlerkinesis (Gates & Latter 1927), at telophase II (Stebbins 1932) 
and at the close of meiotic division (Gelin 1934). 
Leven (1941) reported the presence of cytomixis in those plants which 
exhibited inegular physiological and cytological behaviour (aneuploid & odd plant), 
CN'tomixis as a manifestation of pathological changes (Bobak and Herich 1978, 
Morrisset 1978) and faulty fixation (Wood Worth 1931, Jacob 1941,Linnert 1955, 
Takats 1959) have been suggested. Wood Worth (1931) attributed cytomixis to 
the extra pressure applied during smear preparation of anthers. The other causes 
may be temperature anomalies (Narain 1979, Basavaiah and Murth}' 1987) and 
faulty squashing & handling techniques (Wood Worth 1931. Sarvella 1958, Takats 
1959, Kamara 1960). 
Gottschalk (1970) opined that this phenomenon could be observed in the 
plants growing in disturbed conditions and described c\lomixis as an anomaly 
having no serious consequences for future course of meiotic developments. Brown 
& Burttke (1969) followed by Omara (1976) reported cytomixis as a gene 
influenced phenomenon. 
Sapre et al., (1986) concluded that the cause, if any, of cytomixis is not 
clearly understood. There is no record so far where the whole plam is reported to 
be cytomictic (Sapre and Deshpande, 1987). It is not known whether its control is 
genetical, physiological, biochemical or enviromnental. 
Koul (1990) reported that as a result of cytomictic migration of 
chromatin/chromosomes. hypo-and hyperploid cells were found which, 
however, failed to reach later stages of meiosis ; this might be due to the 
degeneration of either the cells that gained or lost some genetic material or of the 
extra chromatin material gained by a recipient cell. The degeneration of abnormal 
cell f)robabl\ accounted for high pollen sterility (87%). It may be admitted that if 
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the foreign chromosomes gained by a ceil possess centromeric acti\ity it can give 
rise to aneuploid gametes (Sarvella 1958). Such gametes if able to sur\'ive, can 
produce aneuploid plants in those taxa where the mechanism of vegetative 
reproduction is very strong. 
Depending on the degree of c\lomixis, cells from aneuploid (Percival 1930, 
Nandi 1937, Sarvella 1958, Sapre & Deshpande 1986) to polyploid (Gottschalk 
1970) constitution may result. 
7.5.6 Bridges :-
The pollen mother cells showing bridges in treated populations of 
Capsicum annuum were encountered at AI/AIl stages. The frequenc}" of bridges 
increased with increasing doses/concentrations of mutagen at both these stages. 
However, the frequency was less at 11"^  meiotic stages. The bridges were also 
recorded by Katiyar (1978) in Capsicum annuum, Meshram et al., (1981) in 
Capsicum annuum ; Kaur & Gro\er (1985) in barley ; Dixit and Dubey (1986) in 
lentil; Jayabalan and Rao (1987), in tomato ; Jain and Sorbhoy (1987) in Lens & 
Pisum ; Lakshmi et ai. (1988) in chilli: Singh and Khanna (1988) in wheat ; 
Prakash et al, (1988) in chilli : Reddy & Annadurai (1992) in Lentil ; Ahmad 
(1993) in Cicer ; Vandana (1993). \"andana et al, (1996), Anis et al. (1998) and 
Khan et al, (1998) in Jlcia faba and Anis and Wani (1997) in Trigonella 
foenum-graecum by treating with different radiations, chemical mutagens, 
pesticides & herbicides etc. 
In the present experiment the occurrence of bridges with or without 
fragments could be attributed to the general stickiness of the chromosomes at 
metaphase stage or breakage and reunion of chromosomes. Sax (1940) and Singh 
and Khanna (1988) suggested that the anaphasic bridges may be fomied due to 
unequal exchange of dicentric chromosomes. The occurrence of breaks at the 
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same locus and their lateral fusion leads to the fomiation of dicentric chromosomes, 
which are pulled equally to both the poles at anaphase & a bridge is formed. 
Thomas (1967) observed that in some cells the interstitial chiasmata in translocated 
chromosomes failed to complete temiinalization and during anaphase this resulted 
in a bridge. Bose & Saha (1970) supported Rees (1952) and said that a single 
bridge without fragment could result from the failure of division of end genes 
brought about by nucleic acid upset. According to the Bora et al., (1961) the 
absence of fragments may be due to smallness of fragments which disappeared in 
earlier divisions or originated from a chromatic portion. Jones (1968) described 
contrasting modes of origin of bridges in simple terms "one depends on crossing 
over between relatively inverted segments, the other depends on inverted crossing 
o\'er between non oriented segments.'' 
The bridges occuring in the cells were probably formed b)' breakage and 
fusion of chromosomes and chromatids. Bridges may also arise by failure of 
tenminalization in few cells (Sudhakaran, 1972, Sax 1960). Chromatic bridges with 
fragments could be interpreted due to paracentric inversions (Kalloo, 1972 ; Sinha 
and Godward. 1972 ; Dixit and Dubey 1986 and Katiyar, 1978). The chromatin 
bridge on the basis of crossing over within an inversion was also supported by 
Zeerak(1992). 
7.5.7 Laggards :-
The frequency of laggards increased with increasing doses/concentrations 
of mutagens in the present experiment. The laggards have also been obser\ed b}' 
many workers such as Kalloo (1972) in Pisum sativum ; Katiyar (1978) in 
Capsicum anuuum, Meshram et ai, (1981) in chilli ; Kaur & Grover (1985) in 
barley : Sadanandam and Subhash (1985) in Capsicum ammum ; Jayabalan & 
Rao (1987) & Zeerak (1992) in Lycopersicon esculentum ; Prakash et a/., (1988) 
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and Lakshmi & Nalini (1989) in Capsicum awmum. Das and Roy (1989) in 
SoJanwn ; Ragab and Rahem (1989) in Zea mays ; Ahmad (1993) in Cicer 
arietinum ; Khare (1994) in Adiantum Capillus-vemns; Vandana (1993), Vandana 
et c'/., (1996), Anis et al, (1998) and Khan ef a/., (1998) in Viciafaha /viisra and 
Raghu\'anshi (1989) and Anis and Wani (1997) in TrigoneUafoenum-graecum, by 
using physical and chemical mutagens, herbicides & pesticides] The occurrence 
of lagging chromosomes may be explained on the basis of abnormal spindle 
formation & chromosome breakage by binding of DNA regions rich in GC base 
pairs causing these to become unstable (Lawley and Brookes, 1963). 
Delayed terminalization, stickiness of chromosomal ends or failure of 
chromosome movement have lead to the occurrence of lagging chromosomes in 
the present experiment. This finding supports the works of Kaur & Grover 
(1985); Jayabalan & Rao (1987) and Soheir et al (1989). Kalloo (1972) reported 
that due to the effect of mutagens the spindle fibers fail to carry the respective 
chromosomes to the polar regions, it might be the possible reasons for the 
appearance of lagging chromosomes at anaphase I. This could also arise b} 
breakage of fault} spindle inducing imbalanced daughter nuclei & micronuclei 
(Katiyar, 1978). 
The presence of lagging chromosomes at second meiotic divisions might 
be attributed to the hindrance of prometaphase movement of chromosomes 
accompanied by adhesion of centromere to the adjacent inner surface of the 
plasma (Barthelmess. 1957). Lagging of chromosomes & their presence as 
uni\alents ma> result in aneuploidy (Schulz-Schaeffer, 1980). 
7.5.8 Pis orientation of chromosomes :-
The dis-orientation of chromosomes at metaphase II was observed in both 
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the varieties treated with MMS and SA. Its frequency was increasing with 
increasing dose of mutagens. 
As in the present material, its occun-ence at mataphase was also observed 
by Tarar and Dnyansagar (1980, 1983) in Tiimera uhnifoUa var. angustifolio ; 
Dana and Biswas (1983) in Nigella sativa L ; Gupta & Roy (1985) in Physalis ; 
Devadas et al. (1986) in Red pepper ; Prakash et al. (1988) in Capsicum 
awnmm ; Ignacimuthu and Sakthivel (1989) in Vignaradiata. 
Ignacimuthu & Babu (1989) and Das and Roy (1989) said that the 
disorientation of chromosomes was perhaps either due to inhibition of spindle 
formation or due to destruction of spindle fibres formed. This abnomiality caused 
an unequal distribution of chromosomes at metaphase. 
7,5.9 Unequal separation of chromosomes :-
At anaphase I. instead of expected equal distribution of chromosomes 
(12 : 12) the unqual disjunction of chromosomes was observed in treated 
population of both the varieties. Its percentage increased with increasing 
concentration of mutagens. 
The unequal disjunction of chromosomes at anaphase 1 might have arisen 
due to early or dela\ed separation of bi\'alents. or movement of one chromosome 
of a quadrivalent to one pole & the remaining three to the other. It is also possible 
that a bivalent failed to disjoin &. moved as a whole to one of the poles. The same 
anomali has been observed h\ \'arious workers (Katiyar, 1978 in Capsicum annuum 
; Reddy & Rao, 1982a and b in chilli; Dixit & Dubey, 1986 in lentil; Jayabalan & 
Rao. 1987 in Lycopersicou escideurum : Venkateswarlu et al. 1978 in Cathavanthiis 
; Lakshmi and Nalini. 1989 in Capsicum ammum ; Ragab and Rahem, 1989 in 
Zea mars ; Ahmad. 1993 Cicer arieriuum ; Kaul & Nirmala. 1993 in Pisum sativum 
L. ; Khare, 1994 in Adiautum capillus-veveris & Khan et al.. 1998 in Viciafaba). 
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The reports of the disturbed spindle mechanism, stickiness & irregular 
chromosome movement causing unequal separation of chromosomes are also 
available (Liang erfl/., 1967 ; Amer and Ali, 1974 ; and Reddy & Rao ; 1978). 
7.5.10 Micronuclei ;-
In the present material micronuclei occured only at telophase II in treated 
populations. The frequency of micronuclei increased with increase in concentration 
of mutagens. The micronuclei have been reported more commonly at telophase I 
& telophase II stages by other workers also (Reddy and Rao, 1982b ; Dixit & 
Dubey, 1986 ; Amer & Farah, 1987 : Somashekar, 1987 : Jayabalan & Rao. 
1987 ; Lakshmi etal., 1988 ; Ignacimuthu & Babu, 1989 and Khan etal., 1998). 
The correlation of the occurence of laggards due to failure of spindle 
formation, leading to the formation of micronuclei at anaphase I and anaphase II. 
have been worked out by Dixit and Dubey (1986) and the laggards occuring at 
anaphase I and anaphase II leading to the formation of micronuclei at telophase 1 
and II has been supported by Liang er aJ. (1967), Amer and Ali (1974) and Reddy 
and Rao (1978). 
Micronuclei might also be due to coalescence or aggregation of the 
chromatin materials into masses of various number and sizes (Kabir and Alam. 
1986) or failure of the laggards to reach to the pole before uncoiling of 
chromosomes resulting in the formation of daughter nuclei either disintegrated or 
fomi micronuclei (Somashekar, 1987) or it may be the outcome of some 
disturbances during pairing of homologous chromosomes (Jayabalan & Rao, 
1987). The micronuclei further resulted in polyads & are responsible for the 
production of sterile pollen (Patil & Bora. 1961), 
7.5.11 Trinucleate and multinucleate condition at T II :-
The frequenc} of cells showing trinucleate and multinucleate 
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condition at T II increased or abnormal pollen mother cells increased with 
increasing doses/concentration of both the mutagens in both the varieties. These 
abnormalities at telophase II resulted in the formation of non viable/sterile pollens 
which reduced the pollen fertilit}'. The similar of abnormalities have been reported 
by many workers in different crops using different physical and chemical 
mutagens such as, Sree Ramulu, (1971) in Sorghum bicolor by X-ray, gamma 
rays, EMS, MMS, DES and NMU ; Katiyar, (1978) in Capsicum anmmm by 
gamma rays ; Venkateswarlu etal, (1988) in Catharanthus by gamma rays, EMS 
& HA ; Zeerak (1992) in Lycopersion esculeutum b\" gamma rays, & EMS : Kaul 
& Nirmala (1993) in Pisum sativum by DES ; Khare, (1994) in Adiantum 
capiUus-veneris by gamma rays & Shehab et al., (1984) by extract of medicinal 
plants & Vandana et al., (1996) by EMS & DES in Viciafaba. Moreover, Kalra et 
al, (1996) & Ansari et al, (1997) have observed 5 and 6 nucleate PMCs in 
Tahernaermontana divaricata and Ageratum conyzoides growing around highh' 
polluted area of a thermal power plant. Kumar et al., (1978) is of the opinion 
that multipolar condition is determined by position & number of poles. The 
number of poles in a cell depends on the position of the assemblage of RNA 
& polysaccharides which remain distributed in the fomi of sol or gel. According 
to another report (Kaul & Nirmala, 1993) the desynaptic condition imbalances the 
meiotic stability & the unequal sized triads, tetrads & coenocyte formation takes 
place. These could also arise by breakage or faulty spindle inducing imbalanced 
daughter nuclei & micronuclei & the abnonnal kary'okinesis and/or cytokinesis 
(Katiyar. 1978). It may be concluded that the morphological & cytological 
variations observed in the present investigation may be due to physiological 
disturbances in metabolic activities or growth regulators and the genetic 
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disturbances like asynapsis, desynapsis, delay in DNA synthesis or replication, 
chromosomal damage, various chromosomal associations, disturbed spindle 
formations, defective cytokinesis etc. may be the results of action of different 
mutagens used in the present study. All these abnormalities might have caused the 
apparent morphological variations in the treated populations. The viable & more 
potential \arients were selected and their behaviour was studied & compared 
with the control. 
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CHAPTER-VIll 
SUMMARY 
(1) A programme of work was initiated to study the effect of different 
concentration of mutagens MMS & SA on morphological characters & 
cytological behaviour of Capsicum annuum vars. NP46A & X235. 
(2) Significance of mutation and importance of chilli in general and Capsicum 
aunuumh. in particular has been highlighted in introduction. 
(3) Origin, evolution, taxonomy, distribution and botany oiCapsicum ammum 
L. have been presented. 
(4) Infomiations regarding culti\ation practices, harvesting and processing ha\'e 
been provided. 
(5) A re\ie\\" of earlier in\ estigations on Capsicum annuum L. has been presented. 
(6) An account of experimental materials and methods and mode of action of 
mutagens have been presented, 
(7) Effect of different concentrations of MMS & SA on seed gemiination, 
height of plants and other morphological characters has been studied. 
(8) Meiotic beha\iour and chiasma frequencies of control as well as treated 
populations of vars. NP46A & X235 of Capsicum annuum L. have been studied. 
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(9) C>tomorphological data \N ere analysed statistically to find out frequenc}- of 
abnormalities induced by different concentrations of mutagens in Capsicum 
annuum L. vars. NP46A and X235. 
(10) The results obtained in the present investigation has been discussed on 
the basis of information pro\'ided by various workers on different crop plants 
including the Capsicum annuum L.. 
(11) The literatures pertaining to the present investigation are provided in 
the end. 
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CHAPTER-IX 
CONCLUSION 
(1) Methyl methane sulphonate (MMS) had greater effect on seed gemiination 
in Capsicum anmmm L. van X235 than that of van NP46A. The inhibition of 
germination in van X235 \\"as maximum in the population treated with higher 
concentration of MMS in comparison to van NP46A treated with the same 
concentrations. 
Sodium azide also showed more inhibitory effect on seed gemiination in 
vanX235thanvanNP46A. 
(2) The lower concentrations of MMS as well as SA had enhancing effect while 
higher concentrations of both mutagens had decreasing effect on the height of 
plant of both varieties. The plant height of van X235 was more adxerseh' affected 
than that of van NP46 A. 
(3) The increasing concentrations of MMS and SA had more positi\"e effects 
on the pollen sterility and pollen size in \an X235 than van NP46A while increasing 
concentrations of sodium azide had positive effect on pollen sterilirx and pollen 
size, in both the varieties. 
(4) The fruit setting was not found in \an X235 treated with 0.1 % concentrations 
of MMS and 0.09% and 0.1% of SA. While fruits were set in van NP46A treated 
with the same concentrations of both mutasens. 
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(5) The effect of MMS on size and diameter of fruit was greater in van X235 
than var. NP46A. The effect of higher concentration of sodium azide on the size 
and diameter of fruits in var. X235 was greater than the effect of MMS in this 
variety. 
(6) The higher concentrations of S A had more reducing effect on the number 
of seeds per fruit in var. X235 than the variety NP46A. While the increasing 
concentrations of MMS had similar effect on both the varieties. 
(7) MMS had reduced the chiasma frequency and had damaging effect on 
chromosomes in both the varieties while sodium azide showed greater effect on 
chiasma frequency and chromosome damage in var. X235 than var. NP46A. 
(8) The variety X235 was more sensitive to the MMS as well as SA in 
comparison to var. NP46A. 
(9) Sodium azide was found to be more effective for both the varities of 
Capsicum amnmm in comparison to meth}lmethane sulphonate (MMS). 
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Plate -la 
Effect of different concentrations of MMS on the height 
of Capsicum anmiiim L. \ ar. NP46A. 
Fig. 1 .A. Control plant 
B. Capsicum anmiiim L. var. NP46A (0.01*^ 0 MMS). 
C. Capsicum cmmium L. var. NP46.\ (0.02% MMS). 
Fig.2.A. Capsicum anmium L. var. NP46A (0.03% MMS). 
B. Capsicum anmium L. var. NP46A (0.04%o MMS). 
C. Capsicum ammum L. \ar. NP46A (0.05°o MMS). 
Plate la 
0 05MMS 
Plate-lb 
EtYect of ditYerent concentrations of MlVlS on the height 
of Capsicum anmiiim L. van NP46A. 
Fig.3.A. Capsicum mimiiim L. var. NP46A (0.06% MMS). 
B. Capsicum amnnim L. var. NP46A (0.07% MMS). 
C. Capsicum anmimn L. var. NP46A (0.08°'o MMS). 
Fig.4.A. Capsicum anmium L. var. NP46A (0.09°/o MMS). 
B. Capsicum ammum L. var. NP46A (O.l'^ o MMS). 
C. Control plant. 
Plate lb 
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Plate -2a 
Effect of different concentrations of MMS on the heislit 
of Capsicum annuiim L. var. X235. 
Fig.l.A. Control plant. 
B. Capsicum anmnim L. \ar. X235 (0.01% MMS). 
C. Capsicum annuum L. \ar. X235 (0.02% MMS). 
Fig.2.A. Capsicum awmum L. \ar. X235 (0.03% MMS). 
B. Capsicum annuum L. var. X235 (0.04% MMS). 
C. Capsicum annuum L. var. X235 (0.05% MMS). 
Plate 2a 
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Plate-2b 
Effect of different concentrations of MMS on the height 
of Capsicum cumuum L. var. X235. 
Fig.I.A. Capsicum amutiim L. \ar. X235 (0.06% MMS). 
B. Capsicum annuum L. \ ar. X235 (0.07% MMS). 
C. Capsicum annuum L. \ar. X235 (0.08°/o MVIS). 
Fia.2.A. Capsicum annuum L. \ ar. X235 (0.09°o MMS). 
B. Capsicum annuum L. \ar. X235 (0.1% MMS). 
C. Control plant. 
Plate 2b 
Plate -3a 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on the height 
of Capsicum cmniiiim L. \ ar. NP46A. 
Fig.l.A. Control plant. 
B. Capsicum amiuimi L. xar. NP46A (0.01% MMS). 
C. Capsicum anmium L. var. NP46A (0.02% MMS). 
Fig.2.A. Capsicum ammum L. var. NP46A (0.03% MMS). 
B. Capsicum anmium L. var. NP46A (0.04% MMS). 
C. Capsicum ammum L. var. XP46A (0.05% MMS). 
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Plate -3b 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on the height 
of Capsicum ammum L. var. XP46A. 
Fig.l.A. Capsicum ammum L. var. NP46A (0.06°'o MMS). 
B. Capsicum anmium L. \ar. NP46A (0.07°'o MMS). 
C. Capsicum ammum L. var. NP46A (0.08°'o MMS). 
Fig.l.A. Capsicum ammum L. var. NP46A (0.09°o MMS). 
B. Capsicum ammum L. var. NP46A (O.To MMS). 
C. Control plant. 
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Plate -4a 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on the height 
of Capsicum cmmiiim L. \ar. X235. 
Fig. LA. Control plant. 
B. Capsicum anmium L. var. X235 (0.01% MMS). 
C. Capsicum ammnm L. var. X235 (0.02% MMS). 
Fig.2.A. Capsicum anmium L. var. X235 (0.03^0 MMS). 
B. Capsicum ammum L. var. X235 (0.04^0 MMS). 
C. Capsicum ammum L. var. X235 (0.05% MMS). 
Plate 4a 
Plate -4b 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on the height 
of Capsicum anmium L. var. X235. 
Fig.l.A. Capsicum anniium L. \ar. X235 (0.06°o MMS). 
B. Capsicum aiiiniuiu L. \ar. X235 (0.07'^ o MMS). 
C. Capsicum ammum L. var. X235 (0.08° o MMS). 
Fig.2.A. Capsicum ammum L. var. X235 (0.09° o MMS). 
B. Capsicum ammum L. var. X235 (0.1° o MMS). 
C. Control plant. 
Plate 4b 
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Plate -5 
Effect of different concentrations of MMS & SA on the fruit size 
in Capsicum anniium L. vars. X235 & NP46A. 
Fig.l. Effect of MMS and SA on fruit size of van X235. 
Fig.2. Effect of MMS and SA on fruit size of var. NP46A. 
Plate 5 
Plate -6 
Effect of different concentrations of MMS on Capsicum cumiiwu L. 
var. NP46A showing variants in M^  generation. 
Fig. 1 .A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing earl\- fruiting (0.04% MMS). 
Fig.2.A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing early fruiting (0.07% MMS). 
Fig.3.A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing larger size and early fruiting (0.05% MMS). 
Plate 6 
Vanant lU 
Plate -7 
Effect of different concentrations of MMS on Capsicum cinnuum L. 
var. X235 showins variants in M, generation. 
Fig. 1 .A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing dwarf size and earK inaturing of fruits 
(0.09% MMS). 
Fig.2. A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing high sterilit}-without fruit setting 
(0.1% MMS). 
Fig.3. A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing dwarf size and high sterility (0.04*^  o MMS). 
C. Variant showing dwarf size and high sterility (0.04*^ /o MMS). 
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Plate -8a 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on Capsicum cmnuiim L. 
van NP46Ashowing\ariants in M^  generation. 
Fig.l.A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing large size, early fruiting and early maturing 
of fruits (0.07% SA). 
Fig.2.A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing large size, early fruiting and early maturing 
of fruits (0.05% S A). 
Fig.3. A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing large size, earh" fruiting and early maturing 
of fruits (0.02% SA). 
Plate 8a 
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Plate -8b 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on Capsicum anmiiim L. 
\ ar. NP46A show ing variants in M, generation. 
Fig.4. A. Control plant. 
B. Variant shou ing dwarf size and higii} ield (0.06% S A). 
Fig.5. A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing dwarf size, sterile and without fruits 
(0.09% SA). 
Fig.6.A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing dwarf size, sterile and w ithout fruits 
(0.1% SA). 
Plate 8b 
Plate -9 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on Capsicum anuiium L. 
var. X235 showing variants in M^  generation. 
Fig. 1 .A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing dwarf size, sterile and without fruits 
(0.1% SA). 
Fig.2. A. Control plant. 
B. Variant showing dwarf size, sterile and without fruits 
(0.09% SA). 
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Plate -10 
Effect of different concentrations of MMS on different stages 
of meiosis in Capsicum annuum L. var. NP46A. 
Figs. 1. Diakinesis showing 12 Ilin control. 
2. Cytomixis between 2 PMCs at prophase I. 
3. Metaphase I showing clumped chromosomes. 
4. Metaphase I showing clumping of bivalents. 
5. Metaphase I showing strey chromosomes. 
6. Metaphase I chromosomes at one pole. 
7. Cytomixis between 2 PMCs at different stages. 
8. Anaphase I showing chromatin bridge. 
9. Anaphase I with laggards. 
10. Anaphase I with laggards. 
11. Anaphase I showing laggards 
12. Anaphase I showing clumped chromosomes. 
13. Anaphase II with chromatin bridge. 
14. Telophase II with micronuclei. 
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Plate-U 
Effect of different concentrations of MMS on different stages 
of meiosis in Capsicum anmiiim L. var. X235. 
Figs. 1. Diakinesis showing tetravalents. 
2. Metaphase I showing chromosome clumping. 
3. Metaphase I showing chromosome clumping. 
4. Chromosomes at metaphase I. 
5. Metaphase I showing precocious separation. 
6. Cytomixis between 2 PMCs at different stages. 
7. Anaphase I with laggard and bridge. 
8. Anaphase I with clumped chromosomes. 
9. Anaphase I with normal distribution of chromosmes (12 :12). 
10. Anaphase II showing 5 groups of chromosomes. 
11. Anaphase II with laggard. 
12. Telophase II showing closeness of 2 nuclei. 
13. Telophase II with micronuclei. 
14. Telophase II with laggard. 
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Plate-12 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on different stages 
of meiosis in Capsicum cminiwn L. var. NP46A. 
Figs. 1. Diakinesis showing 12 II in control. 
2. Diakinesis showing 12II in control. 
3. Cytomixis between 2 PMCs at prophase I showing move 
ment of chromosomes. 
4. • Cytoplasmic channel between 3PMCs at M . 
5. Cytoplasmic tube formation between 2 PMCs at M,. 
6. Anaphase I with chromatin bridges. 
7. Anaphase I v\ ith laggards. 
8. Anaphase I with bridge. 
9. Anaphase I with chromatin bridges. 
10. Anaphase I with stray chromosome. 
11. Anaphase I with laggard. 
12. Anaphase I with laggard. 
13. Telophase I with micronuclei. 
14. Telophase II showing fusion of 2 nuclei. 
15. Telophase II showing 3 nuclei. 
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Plate -13 
Effect of different concentrations of SA on different stages 
of meiosis in Capsicum amiuiim L. \ ar. X235. 
Figs. 1 Prometaphase showing 12II. diakinesis with ring 
quadri\'alents. 
2. Diakinesis with ring quadri\alents. 
3. C\tomixis showing moxement of chromosomes from one 
cell to other. 
4. Metaphase I showing clumping of chromosomes. 
5. Metaphase I showing two imi\alents and chromosomes 
clumping. 
6. Metaphase I showing clumping of chromosomes in 
different groups. 
7. Cytomixis showing movement of one group of chromo 
some to other. 
8. Anaphase I showing laggards. 
9. Anaphase I with laggard. 
10. Anaphase II showing late of separation of chromosomes at 
one side. 
11. Anaphase II with laggards. 
12. Telophase II with 6 nuclei. 
13. Telophase II with micronticlei. 
14. Telophase II w ith micronuclei. 
15. Telophase II with micronuclei. 
16. Telophase II showing 3 nuclei. 
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